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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

_________________________________________
)

SOCIAL RANGER, LLC,     ) 
)
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)

v.       ) C.A. No. 14 1525 LPS
)
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)
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_________________________________________ ) 

REPORT OF DENNIS W. CARLTON 

November 10, 2016
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS. 

A. Qualifications. 

1. I am the David McDaniel Keller Professor of Economics at the Booth School of 

Business of The University of Chicago.  I received my A.B. in Applied Mathematics and 

Economics from Harvard University and my M.S. in Operations Research and Ph.D. in 

Economics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  I have served on the faculties of 

the Law School and the Department of Economics at The University of Chicago and the 

Department of Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.   

2. I specialize in the economics of industrial organization.  I am co-author of the 

book Modern Industrial Organization, a leading text in the field of industrial organization, and I 

also have published over 100 articles in academic journals and books.  In addition, I serve as 

Co-Editor of the Journal of Law and Economics, a leading journal that publishes research 

applying economic analysis to industrial organization and legal matters; serve on the Editorial 

Board of Competition Policy International, a journal devoted to competition policy; and serve on 

the Advisory Board of the Journal of Competition Law and Economics.  I have also served as an 

Associate Editor of the International Journal of Industrial Organization and Regional Science 

and Urban Studies, and on the Editorial Board of Intellectual Property Fraud Reporter. I have 

been designated the 2014 Distinguished Fellow of the Industrial Organization Society. 

3. In addition to my academic experience, I served as Deputy Assistant Attorney 

General for Economic Analysis, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice from October 

2006 through January 2008.  I also served as a Commissioner of the Antitrust Modernization 

Commission, created by Congress to evaluate U.S. antitrust laws.  I have served as a consul-

tant to the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission on the Horizontal Merger 

Guidelines, as a general consultant to the Department of Justice and Federal Trade 

Commission on antitrust matters, as a member of the American Bar Association advisory 
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Committee that advises the next President on antitrust policy, and as an advisor to the Bureau 

of the Census on the collection and interpretation of economic data.  

4. I also am a Senior Managing Director of Compass Lexecon, a consulting firm that 

specializes in the application of economics to legal and regulatory issues and for which I served 

as President (of Lexecon) for several years.  I have provided expert testimony before various 

U.S. state and federal courts, the U.S. Congress, a variety of state and federal regulatory 

agencies and foreign tribunals.  My curriculum vitae, which includes a list of my testifying 

experience in the last four years, is attached as Exhibit A to this report.  Compass Lexecon is 

being paid $1,400 per hour for my work on this matter.  Neither my compensation, nor that of 

Compass Lexecon, is dependent on the outcome of this proceeding.  A list of the materials I 

have relied on is attached as Exhibit B. 

B. Summary of Conclusions. 

5. I have been asked by counsel for Facebook, Inc. (“Facebook”) to review and 

evaluate the complaint of plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC and the Report of Alan S. Frankel filed on 

behalf of plaintiff (“Frankel Report”).  Plaintiff claims that Facebook engaged in conduct that 

harmed competition and plaintiff’s business, which was known as “Super Rewards” at the time 

of the Facebook challenged conduct.1

6. In particular, plaintiff claims that Facebook “exploited its position as the dominant 

participant in the social-game network market to force its competitors in the virtual-currency 

services market to the sidelines.  Specifically, in July 2011, Facebook prohibited social-game 

1. See Complaint for Antitrust Violations, Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., filed 
12/29/2014 (“Complaint”) and Expert Report of Alan S. Frankel, October 13, 2016.  Social 
Ranger “is the successor in interest for purposes of this litigation to Super Rewards” 
(Frankel Report, ¶ 2).  I understand that the Super Rewards business was sold in July 
2012 to a third party not involved in this litigation (Opp. Br. to Motion to Dismiss for Lack of 
Jurisdiction, D.I. 11, at 6) and that Social Ranger is not currently in the business of 
providing “virtual currency services.”
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developers from publishing games on Facebook.com unless they used Facebook to provide 

virtual-currency services.”2  Dr. Frankel refers to Facebook’s actions as Facebook’s “exclusivity” 

policy,3 and he claims that that policy, in combination with what he calls Facebook’s “anti-

steering” policies,4 harmed the developers of social games and Super Rewards.5

7. Although both plaintiff’s complaint and Dr. Frankel’s report claim that Facebook’s 

conduct harmed competition, they focus on different analyses in support of their claims. 

 Plaintiff claims that Facebook “engaged in illegal tying.”6  Dr. Frankel does not focus on 
plaintiff’s tying claim.7

 Dr. Frankel’s conclusions depend in substantial part on his analysis of what he 
characterizes as Facebook’s “anti-steering” policies.8  Plaintiff’s complaint does not focus 
on those Facebook policies. 

8. As I explain in detail in this report, I find that the claims and analyses presented 

in both plaintiff’s complaint and the Frankel Report contain numerous flaws and do not show 

that the Facebook conduct challenged by plaintiff harmed competition.  The gist of plaintiff’s 

complaint and Dr. Frankel’s report is that Facebook developed a valuable distribution service 

that gives game developers access to the network of connections and relationships among 

Facebook site users – sometimes referred to as Facebook’s “social graph”9 – for which game 

developers originally did not have to pay.  After that service became successful, Facebook 

2. Complaint, ¶ 6. 
3. See Frankel Report, ¶ 89 (“On January 24, 2011, Facebook announced its exclusivity 

policy: Facebook Credits would become the exclusive [virtual currency services] provider 
for all social games published on Facebook.com beginning July 1, 2011.”). 

4. See Frankel Report, ¶ 4 (“Developers also were prohibited from incentivizing users to play 
games or obtain virtual currency on any alternative social game platform (the ‘anti
steering’ policies).”). 

5. See, for example, Frankel Report, ¶ 15. 
6. Complaint, ¶ 8. 
7. Dr. Frankel uses the term “tying” or “tied” in two footnotes and two paragraphs in his 

report. See Frankel Report, n 217, 249 and ¶¶ 7, 132.
8. See, for example, Frankel Report, § 5 (“Facebook’s Exclusivity and Anti-Steering Policies 

Harmed Competition”). 
9. For example, Dr. Frankel states: “Facebook’s applications were popular because of the 

way Facebook was able to integrate the information it collected about individuals and their 
real world social networks – the ‘social graph’ – into those applications” (Frankel Report,  
¶ 23). 
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introduced policies that resulted in Facebook charging the developers of games that made use 

of that service on the “Facebook Platform.”10  As I explain later in this report, Facebook’s 

policies also allowed Facebook to improve the user experience by reducing fraud and 

standardizing the payment process for purchases made while playing games on the Facebook 

Platform.

9. Plaintiff claims that developers were harmed by Facebook’s policies.  Although it 

is obvious that, all else equal, developers would have been better off if they had continued to 

receive the benefit of distributing their games on Facebook.com without having to pay for it, 

charging customers for a valuable service does not harm competition.11  Indeed, encouraging 

firms to create new products and services by allowing them to set a price for those products and 

services is a key feature of the competitive process. 

10. Plaintiff and Dr. Frankel challenge two of Facebook’s policies: (1) Facebook’s 

requirement that, beginning in July 2011, all payments for “in-game purchases” use Facebook’s 

payment-processing service;12 and (2) Facebook’s requirement, also beginning in July 2011, 

that all “offer ads” involving the transmittal of personally identifiable information be delivered 

through a designated partner.13  I refer to these two requirements as Facebook’s “July 2011 

Policies.”14  As I explain in this report:  

10. In this report, “Facebook Platform” refers to the platform for game developers distributing 
their games on Facebook.com. 

11. All else being equal means that the challenged conduct had no effect on the quality of the 
user experience on Facebook.com.  As I discuss later, Facebook’s actions improved the 
user experience on Facebook.com. 

12. Facebook’s payment-processing service was originally known as “Facebook Credits” and 
was renamed “Facebook Payments” in 2012. 

13. As I discuss later in this report, Dr. Frankel also challenges what he characterizes as 
Facebook’s “anti-steering restraints” or “anti-steering restrictions.”   

14. Plaintiff and Dr. Frankel discuss many aspects of Facebook’s conduct in addition to 
Facebook’s July 2011 Policies but it is not clear whether they are claiming that these 
aspects are relevant to their claims that Facebook engaged in anticompetitive conduct.  I 
reserve the right to respond to any claims of anticompetitive conduct that either plaintiff or 
Dr. Frankel raise in addition to the Facebook July 2011 Policies. 
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 Facebook’s July 2011 Policies: (1) allowed Facebook to monetize its investment in its 

development of the Facebook Platform; and (2) improved the game-player experience 

on the Facebook Platform, thereby making that platform more valuable to game players 

and game developers. 

 Facebook’s July 2011 Policies do not harm competition. 

11. The rest of this report is organized as follows.  In Section II, I provide background 

information about Facebook.  In Section III, I describe Facebook’s July 2011 Policies.  In 

Section IV, I show that Facebook’s July 2011 Policies do not harm competition.  In Section V, I 

show that Dr. Frankel’s analysis contains numerous flaws and fails to show that the challenged 

Facebook policies harm competition.  In Section VI, I discuss Super Reward’s tying claim and 

show why it is without merit.  I summarize my conclusions in Section VII. 

II. BACKGROUND. 

12. The Facebook website was launched in 2004 as a site where users could create 

a profile, connect with “friends,” exchange messages, and post and share status updates and 

photos.  Facebook is often referred to as a “social network” and as a provider of “social network 

services.”   

13. Facebook has never charged consumers for its provision of social network 

services.  Instead, Facebook “monetizes” its services in a variety of ways, including charging 

advertisers for placing ads on Facebook that are displayed to Facebook users.  Other internet 

businesses use a similar approach – that is, monetizing a service other than by directly charging 

consumers.  For example, Google does not charge consumers for using its search capabilities, 

or other products, such as Gmail and Google Calendar.  Instead, one way that Google 

monetizes its product is by charging advertisers who provide ads to Google users. 

14. In 2007, Facebook launched the Facebook Platform, a set of tools, services, and 

products that allow third-party developers to create applications that interact with core Facebook 
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features, whether through applications on Facebook.com or external websites and devices.  For 

example, the Facebook Platform offers “application programming interfaces” (also referred to as 

“APIs”) that allow developers to read from and write data to Facebook; to integrate their 

webpages with Facebook; and to connect users with Facebook’s social graph.  Game 

developers became a major category of third-party developers that make use of the Facebook 

Platform.15

15. Facebook did not launch the Facebook Platform with the expectation that it would 

become a popular platform for game developers.16  The unexpected rapid growth of gaming had 

negative consequences on the Facebook user experience, including the spamming and 

defrauding of Facebook users by game developers and third-party services.  As I will discuss, 

Facebook responded to these unexpected developments by adjusting its policies and 

technology.

16. Game developers on Facebook’s website use a “free-to-play” or “freemium” 

model: there is no charge to players to play the game.  Game developers earn money using the 

“freemium” model in two ways: (1) by allowing players to make “in-game” (also referred to as 

“in-app”) purchases of “virtual currency” and “virtual goods”; and (2) by selling advertising 

opportunities within the game.  Players pay money through in-game purchases to advance 

game play or buy virtual goods.17

15. In addition to game developers, firms offering other types of applications – e.g., Fandango 
(movie tickets), Spotify (music streaming) – have made use of the Facebook Platform.    

16.

17. An example of an in-app purchase of a virtual good is the purchase of a new life while 
playing the game Candy Crush.  See Report of Adrian Crook (“Crook Report”), ¶ 26. 
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(2)  Scamming: Users who viewed an offer ad could be scammed by fraudulent 

selling practices when they had to reveal their personal information to sites that 

were beyond Facebook’s control.  Facebook faced significant criticism in the 

trade and mainstream press for its alleged failure to regulate scams on its 

platform related to in-game advertising.  For example, in October 2009, articles 

about “Scamville” detailed the proliferation of fraudulent or misleading offer ads in 

games on Facebook.21

(3)  Payment processing: Users experienced different ways of paying for in-app 

purchases, raising the transaction costs of executing a purchase.  For example, 

in many situations, customers would be required to enter their payment 

information for each new game they played.  Also, I understand that some games 

would accept a particular form of payment (e.g., PayPal), but others would not, 

so it was not always possible for a user to know beforehand whether his or her 

preferred form(s) of payment would be accepted for any particular game.  

(4) Privacy: Some game developers and their associated service providers were 

selling personal information they obtained from users playing games and making 

purchases or completing offers on Facebook.com.22

21.  Michael Arrington, Scamville: The Social Gaming Ecosystem of Hell, Techcrunch, Oct. 31, 
2009, https://techcrunch.com/2009/10/31/scamville-the-social-gaming-ecosystem-of-hell/ 
(“Scamville”). See also Belinda Luscombe, Are You Getting Scammed by Facebook 
Games?, Time Magazine, Nov. 6, 2009, 
http://content.time.com/time/business/article/0,8599,1935698,00.html; Matt Burns, How to 
Spam Facebook Like a Pro: An Insider’s Confession, TechCrunch, Nov. 1, 2009, 
https://techcrunch.com/2009/11/01/how-to-spam-facebook-like-a-pro-an-insiders-
confession/ (“How to Spam Facebook”). See also Crook Report, Section VII.B.   

22.
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20. In response to these concerns, Facebook explored a variety of responses and 

adopted new policies, including Facebook’s July 2011 Policies.   

 (1)  To deal with spamming: In 2009, Facebook revised the way it published its news 

stream to users, decreasing the number of notifications sent or encouraged by 

game applications such that these notifications – which many users viewed as 

spam – did not dominate News Feeds.23  In September 2010, Facebook further 

changed its news stream algorithm so that users who did not play games or use 

other third-party apps would no longer see News Feed stories from those who 

did.24  Facebook also eliminated the ability of spammers to automatically post 

wall messages and send direct messages to users’ friends.25  In sum, Facebook 

adopted policies to address their concerns associated with spamming.26

 (2) To deal with fraudulent offer ads: As described in more detail in the next section, 

Facebook sought out a reliable third party to partner with in the provision of offer 

ads.  Facebook held a competition to determine those third parties, a competition 

that Super Rewards participated in and lost.  As a result of that competition, 

Facebook chose to partner with TrialPay.  Facebook subsequently added new 

partners – SuperSonic Ads and Deal United – to provide additional coverage in 

23.  Michael Arrington, D-Day for Facebook App Developers, TechCrunch, Oct. 28, 2009, 
https://techcrunch.com/2009/10/28/d-day-for-facebook-app-developers/. 

24. Facebook Announces Changes to News Feed, Game Requests and Bookmarks, Frisky 
Mongoose, Sep. 22, 2010, http://friskymongoose.com/facebook-announces-changes-to-
news-feed-game-requests-and-bookmarks/.

25.  Elinor Mills, Facebook Closes Hole That Let Spammers Auto-Post to Walls, Friends,
CNET, Sep. 7, 2010, https://www.cnet.com/news/facebook-closes-hole-that-let-spammers-
auto-post-to-walls-friends/. 

26. See Crook Report, ¶ 115. See also E.B. Boy, How Facebook killed (most) spam,
CNN.com, Jan. 27, 2011,  
http://www.cnn.com/2011/TECH/social.media/01/27/facebook.spam (Facebook’s efforts to 
limit the spam have “been good for all parties involved: Facebook users find the place 
more enjoyable, now that they’re no longer being updated on buddy Rich’s farming 
ventures.  Facebook needs to devote fewer resources to managing developers, at least in 
this sphere.”). 
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Europe.  The July 2011 Policies required firms to use its partners, including 

TrialPay, for offer ads on Facebook.com that issued virtual currency or sought 

personally identifiable information.   

 (3)  To deal with payment-processing issues: In 2009, Facebook began exploring the 

concept of stored value and liquidity, and considered the development of a 

universal in-game currency – “Facebook Credits” – that could be used across 

applications on the Facebook Platform.  Facebook Credits also referred to a 

platform-wide payment-processing system developed by Facebook.  That is, 

Facebook Credits included two features – a new product (universal in-game 

currency) and a payment processing service.  In July 2011, Facebook required 

all game developers to use Facebook’s payment-processing system for in-app 

purchases made while playing games on the Facebook Platform. 

 (4) To deal with privacy issues: The July 2011 Policies limited the number of parties 

(i.e., to Facebook, TrialPay and other Facebook partners) that had access to 

personal information, thereby better protecting users’ personal information.   

 21. In 2009, Facebook started to offer payment processing to game developers using 

Facebook Credits.  Facebook believed that a single, cross-application, in-game currency would 

offer liquidity across games that would enhance the user experience and improve “conversion” 

for developers (e.g., the share of users that make in-app purchases).27  Although a universal in-

27.

;
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game currency seemed promising in theory, the concept ultimately was not successful.  The 

large game developers (such as Zynga) wanted to keep their own in-game currencies.  The fact 

that large game developers had their own in-game currencies reduced the potential liquidity 

benefits of a single universal virtual currency.  I understand that, as a result of its discussions 

with larger developers on its platform in 2009 and early 2010, Facebook dropped its effort to 

promote Facebook Credits as the platform’s sole in-game currency system.28

 22. After abandoning the concept of Facebook Credits as the sole in-game currency, 

Facebook introduced its “Payments Policy” in July 2011, which required all game developers to 

use Facebook’s payment-processing services for in-game monetary transactions on 

Facebook.com.  As a result, developers could not use other payment-processing firms, 

including Super Rewards, for in-app purchases made in games distributed on Facebook.com. 

III. FACEBOOK’S PLATFORM POLICIES ENABLED FACEBOOK TO BETTER 
MONETIZE ITS PLATFORM AND TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE USER 
EXPERIENCE, THEREBY BENEFITING DEVELOPERS. 

A. As a Platform Provider, Facebook Has an Economic Incentive to Monetize 
its Investment in its Platform and to Balance the Interests of Users and 
Developers.

23. As the owner and developer of the Facebook Platform, Facebook has an 

economic incentive to get paid for its investment in creating that platform.  That is, Facebook 

has an incentive to “monetize” the services provided by the Facebook Platform.  By making the 

Facebook Platform more attractive to both game players and game developers, Facebook can 

                                                
(...continued) 

28. Facebook’s July 2011 Policies did not require game developers to use Facebook Credits 
as its in-game currency.  Those developers that preferred to use their own forms of in-
game currency could continue to do so.  Although not required, some developers, 
especially smaller developers, chose to use Facebook Credits as an in-game currency 
until it was phased out in 2013.   
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increase the profits generated by games on its platform.29  Facebook’s actions to both make the 

Facebook Platform more valuable to users and developers and to get paid for its services is 

economically rational and not anticompetitive.  As I will discuss, a firm’s ability to set the price 

for the services it creates is not a harm to competition but rather the essence of competition. 

24. As I discuss in this section of my report, the July 2011 Policies allowed Facebook 

to monetize its investment in its platform, and to improve the user experience in response to 

changes in the economic environment, thereby benefiting both users and developers.  I first 

discuss the effect of the July 2011 Policies on the user experience; I then discuss how the July 

2011 Policies enhanced Facebook’s ability to monetize its investment in the Facebook Platform.   

B. The July 2011 Policies Improved the User Experience.  

25. As the owner of a platform on which users and developers interact, Facebook 

has an economic incentive to “balance” the two sides of the platform to make the Facebook 

Platform as whole more valuable.30  For example, Facebook took some actions that were less 

popular with game developers (e.g., limiting the virality of the game-related notifications) in 

order to improve the experience of its users (many of whom viewed these notifications as 

spam).  In the long-run, however, actions that improve the user experience tend to help game 

developers because more users are attracted to the Facebook Platform overall.31  In contrast, if 

inaction by Facebook had led to a deteriotation of the Facebook Platform from the persepective 

29. However, if increases in game playing on the Facebook Platform, or activities associated 
with game playing (e.g., spam from game developers) make Facebook.com less attractive 
to non-game players, Facebook may have an incentive to implement policies that reduce 
game playing on its platform. 

30. See, for example, Marc Rysman, “The Economics of Two-Sided Markets,” Journal of 
Economic Perspectives, Vol. 23, No. 3, Summer 2009 and Dennis W. Carlton and Alan S. 
Frankel, “Transaction Costs, Externalities and ‘Two-Sided’ Payment Markets,” Columbia 
Business Law Review, No. 3, 2005. 

31. The only user benefit that Dr. Frankel discusses in the context of a two-sided market is 
whether users receive a rebate on the revenue obtained from developers. See Frankel 
Report, ¶ 191.  Dr. Frankel ignores other benefits to users, such as reduced fraud and a 
payment system that reduces frictions. 
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of users, the platform could have declined in popularity, an outcome that would adversely affect 

the developers’ incentives to publish on the Facebook Platform and that would encourage 

developers to shift their focus to other distribution channels.32

26. In the rest of this section, I discuss how Facebook responded to issues 

associated with offer ads and how Facebook responded to issues associated with payment 

processing.    

1.  Response to Offer-Ad Issues. 

27. Facebook responded to offer-ad issues by partnering with TrialPay (and other 

providers).  As a result, Facebook was able to limit the access of game players to select offer-ad 

providers and (1) eliminate or reduce fraud; and (2) control access to users’ personal 

information.

a. Fraud. 

28. As I have discussed, offer ads were subject to fraud.  A user could, for example, 

be defrauded into purchasing something that he or she had no intention of buying.  Companies 

could also trick Facebook users into downloading a toolbar containing spyware, giving up their 

email address, phone number or their list of Facebook friends.33  These fraudulent offer ads not 

32. MySpace, for example, did not take sufficient action to prevent spam and fraud on its 
platform and it deteriorated as a result.  See Crook Report, ¶¶ 130-134. See also Ross 
Pruden, How Facebook Used White Space to Crush MySpace, TechDirt, Jan. 19, 2011, 
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20110114/16303012675/how-facebook-used-white-
space-to-crush-myspace.shtml (“the grievances against Myspace are easy to list: too 
many ads, irrelevant ads, poor programming leading to browser crashes and typographic 
eyesores....  Myspace users saw Facebook as a better run and cleaner social network.  
That’s why we all migrated.”). 

33. How to Spam Facebook (detailing various scams on Facebook).  One popular scam was 
run by “Video Professor” in which users were offered free in-game currency if they signed 
up to receive a free learning CD.  Although the offer stated that players pay nothing except 
$10 in shipping, the fine print reveals that they will be shipped an entire set of CDs and 
billed $189.95 for it unless they return them.  See also Scamville.  Super Rewards was 
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with TrialPay and others, Facebook was able to reduce the likelihood that offer ads could be 

used to gather a user’s personal data that would then be sold to outside parties.   

2. Response to Payment-Processing Issues. 

33. Facebook responded to payment-processing issues by providing payment-

processing services to game developers by itself (i.e., by vertically integrating into the provision 

of those services).  By making payment processing part of the Facebook Platform services, 

Facebook was able to: (1) respond to customer complaints about bills; (2) make it easier for 

customers to transact with game developers by reducing “frictions”; and (3) control access to 

users’ personal information.   

a. Customer Complaints. 

34. Users sometime had complaints about charges from playing games on the 

Facebook Platform.  However, it was not always clear to users where they should direct their 

complaints about charges for playing games (i.e., how to contact the game developer or the 

payment processor) and so many users brought those complaints to Facebook.42  Facebook, 

                                                
(...continued) 

extracting personally identifiable information about users and selling it to third party-data 
aggregators); see also SR00125598 (email between Adknowledge, owner of Super 
Rewards, dated October 1, 2010 and Rapleaf in which Super Rewards agrees to send 
Rapleaf Facebook IDs to Rapleaf).   

42.  Rose Dep. 35:7-19 (“Sometimes it was very difficult for users to figure out how to contact a 
developer.  It wasn’t obvious that they were even -- many people, when we surveyed 
them, thought that they were playing games made by Facebook.  They didn’t even realize 
that there was a developer behind the game that they would naturally have to 
communicate with in order to get a -- an issue resolved.  And so many people were having 
bad experiences about things that related to their finances that were unable to get those 
issues resolved and that were very upset with Facebook as a result.”); Deposition of Nick 
Gianos 115:12-14 (“It’s not necessarily clear what the user was complaining about most 
times, because most users thought that canvas apps were owned and operated by 
Facebook.”).  
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because it was not involved in payment processing and had no records of the transactions at 

issue, could not address users’ complaints.43

35. When users had a bad experience in one game related to payments, that user 

might be discouraged from playing on the Facebook Platform more generally, thereby causing 

damage to the entire Facebook Platform.  Facebook has an incentive to ensure that users have 

a positive payment experience across the website.  Because games were distributed within 

Facebook’s own website, Facebook was concerned that a customer’s bad experience with 

resolving a payment-processing dispute would reflect poorly on Facebook as the platform 

owner.44

 36. As a result of the implementation of Facebook’s July 2011 Policies, Facebook 

was better able to directly address user complaints about bills from playing games across the 

Facebook Platform.

b. Transaction Frictions. 

 37. Even if users had no complaints about charges from games, users who wanted 

to play more than one game were faced with a variety of frictions, including: (1) entering 

payment information multiple times; (2) uncertainty about whether a new game would accept the 

same payment methods as existing games; and (3) uncertainty over a potentially unknown 

payment-processing service.     

38. Beginning in July 2011, users only had to enter their payment information once 

for all games played on Facebook because all payments for in-app purchases were processed 

43.

   
44.  Liu Dep. (Sep. 15) 87:3-8 (“And so as these concerns came up, we proactively evolved the 

Platform to make sure that it was -- that it kept people safe and that they would have a 
good experience.  A lot of these negative experiences were attributed to Facebook.  So it 
was really important for us to figure out ways to insure a safe experience for people.”)   
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by Facebook.  The facilitation of purchasing virtual currency or goods on the Facebook Platform 

with a single stored credential was a benefit for Facebook users (and thus developers, who 

benefit from increases in game playing and increased in-app purchases).45

39. Facebook’s July 2011 Policies also benefited users by providing a consistent 

payment experience, including the same set of payment options for all games played on the 

Facebook Platform.  All games on the Facebook Platform would accept the large variety of 

payment options that Facebook aggregated.  Users also had the same graphical user interface 

for all in-app purchases.46  Furthermore, I understand that with greater visibility into payments 

as a result of the July 2011 Policies, Facebook also was in a position to make changes to 

improve the user experience for in-app purchases across the Facebook Platform, for example 

by offering additional payment options or additional local currencies.47  That is, Facebook could 

evaluate payment options and experiences for users across the entire Facebook Platform, not 

just what worked within a single game or for a single game developer.48  Additionally, some 

45. See Crook Report, ¶ 138 (discussing benefits of stored credentials and frictionless 
payments on gaming platforms).  

FB_0088197 (Michael 
Carpenter, the Vice-President of Social Product Operations of PopCap, explaining that like 
the “iTunes model…where they had to figure out a way where people didn’t have to go 
through a whole lot of work-getting a credit card out of your wallet, typing in names, 
numbers, maybe even an address-to buy something for a dollar.  Facebook Credits is 
doing a similar thing-providing the platform and also a friction-less currency for the 
consumer.”).

46. See FB_0054596 – “Facebook Wallet & Credits, Recommendations,” Deborah Liu, July 
16, 2009 (Describing the benefits of a standardized payment mechanism).  

47.

48. Once Facebook had visibility into the payments data – who was purchasing virtual 
currency or goods in games – it could also improve the distribution of games and 
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users may be more likely to provide payment information to Facebook than to unknown 

parties.49

 c. Privacy Concerns. 

40. Finally, Facebook’s centralized payments system reduced the number of 

independent parties that could access a game player’s personal information.  By controlling the 

payment user interface on the Facebook Platform, Facebook could limit the number of third 

parties that could extract and sell sensitive user information in violation of Facebook’s policies. 

C. Facebook’s Platform Policies Allowed Facebook to Monetize and Create the 
Incentives for Further Investment in the Distribution Services it Provided to 
Game Developers.   

 41. Facebook’s July 2011 Policies were also intended to monetize Facebook’s 

investment in the Facebook Platform.  Without the ability to monetize its platform as it deems 

best, Facebook would have had less incentive to have created the Facebook Platform in the first 

place and to continue providing and improving its valuable services.  Users and developers 

benefit from the creation of, and continued investment in, the Facebook Platform.

                                                
(...continued) 

advertising to those users who actually play games and actually purchase goods within 
games.  Such improvements in distribution would benefit game developers.  See Rose 
Dep. 150:10-16 (“Once we had visibility into who was buying virtual goods, which was only 
possible once we became the payment provider, we were able to target messages much 
more effectively to -- to people who might be interested in seeing those messages and not 
show messages to people who never clicked on a game message in the many times that 
they had seen one.”). 

49.  For example, Thomas Chung, Digital Chocolate’s Director of Partnerships, explained: 
“People are less hesitant to buy virtual currency if it comes with a consistent and trusted 
purchasing process, so that there’s a lower barrier to entry and reduced friction in that 
payment process.  Facebook’s involvement solves those problems for consumers."  
FB_0088193.  Even Super Rewards noted that “there are a fair number of users that are 
not comfortable giving their credit card to a facebook application but would be fine with 
providing it to facebook.”  SR00059910. 
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 42. Any firm that introduces a new product or service expects to be compensated in 

some way for providing that product or service; otherwise, the new product or service will not be 

created.  A firm can choose to monetize – that is, receive payment for – a new product or 

service in a variety of ways.  In many industries, firms charge customers directly for a product or 

service (e.g., for manufactured products).  In internet businesses, it is common for firms not to 

charge customers directly (e.g., for an internet search) but instead to monetize their product in 

different ways (e.g., by charging advertisers).   

 43. Developing and monetizing a product or service that consumers find attractive 

does not harm consumers; indeed, such activity benefits consumers.  Absent monetization, 

there would be no incentive to develop new products.  The Facebook Platform required, and still 

requires, the investment of resources.  Facebook has devoted substantial resources to 

developing the Facebook Platform and Facebook increased its investment in the Facebook 

Platform after adopting its July 2011 Policies.50

 44. Game developers (and users) benefited from the development of the Facebook 

Platform.  For example, developing games on the Facebook Platform allowed developers to 

reach a large number of potential customers (i.e., consumers who use the Facebook website) 

and to use the Facebook social graph as a way to increase the interest in playing games on 

Facebook.  By providing a new distribution outlet for games, Facebook helped to increase the 

popularity of online games.  Dr. Frankel agrees that the development of the Facebook Platform 

benefited game developers.  For example, Dr. Frankel explains that “mass distribution [of 

games] through the social graph – meant that developers had a low cost means of promoting 

50.
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and distributing applications widely using the viral features of social networks.”51  That is, Dr. 

Frankel agrees that the Facebook Platform provided game developers with a valuable service – 

“a low-cost means of promoting and distributing applications widely.” 

 45. Prior to the introduction of Facebook Credits and the subsequent introduction of 

Facebook’s July 2011 Policies, Facebook received no direct payments from game developers 

who made use of the Facebook Platform to distribute their games to Facebook users.  

Facebook has never received any direct payments from consumers who use Facebook.52  Thus, 

prior to the adoption of the Facebook July 2011 Policies, game developers could receive 

Facebook Platform distribution services without having to pay for them.53,54

 46. Since the July 2011 Policies were implemented, game developers pay a total of 

30 percent of their revenues from in-app purchases and offer ads from games received from 

users playing games on the Facebook Platform to Facebook in exchange for payment-

processing, offer-ad and distribution services.  That is, the 30 percent revenue share is a 

payment to Facebook for services previously offered by firms like Super Rewards (i.e., 

payment-processing and offer-ad services) plus a payment for distribution services previously 

provided for free.55

51. Frankel Report, ¶ 142. 
52. Facebook did receive some advertising revenue from game developers who wanted to 

advertise on Facebook and also received advertising revenue from ads placed next to the 
games offered on Facebook.  But game developers were not required to purchase ads 
from Facebook.   

53.  Although game developers were not initially charged for Facebook’s distribution services, 
in the Developer Terms of Service for its platform, Facebook “reserve[d] the right to charge 
a fee for using Facebook Platform and/or any individual features thereof at any time in our 
sole discretion” and that Facebook could “modify any of the terms and conditions 
contained in this Agreement, at any time and in [its] sole discretion.”  FB_0449962. 

54. Dr. Frankel suggests that Facebook had no need to charge for its distribution service (see
Frankel Report, ¶ 252).  For the reasons that I have already discussed, competition works 
in the interests of consumers only when firms in an unregulated industry are free to set the 
price for the products they create whenever they choose. 

55. The 30 percent payment also reflects a payment for any change in the value of the 
services provided, for example, by higher conversion rates because of improvements in 
the user experience.  The conversion rate of at least some game developers increased 
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by requiring all developers to use a Facebook partner such as TrialPay for offer ads, and by 

charging a 30 percent fee to TrialPay, Facebook earns revenues from developers who use the 

Facebook Platform to distribute offer ads.58   

 49. Because the 30 percent payment charged to Facebook includes a payment for 

distribution services, it is not appropriate to compare that 30 percent payment to charges by 

firms like Super Rewards that did not provide distributions services.  Super Rewards and 

Facebook provide different services.  Other platforms that provide both distribution and 

payment-processing services are a more appropriate comparison to Facebook.  As I have 

discussed, Facebook’s revenue share was consistent with the price charged by these other 

platforms.  Even assuming that as a result of Facebook’s July 2011 Policies, the total fee paid 

by a developer that was a customer of Super Rewards increased from, say, 20 percent to the 30 

percent fee that Facebook charges (and assuming that there is no change in the quality of the 

services provided), that fee increased because Facebook began to charge the developer for the 

distribution services for which it previously did not pay.  As I discuss in the next section of my 

report, the additional 10 percent can be thought of as a charge for Facebook’s distribution 

service and not as an increase in the price of payment-processing services.  This type of price 

increase – charging for a product or service that was previously provided at no cost – does not 

harm competition.59  All else equal, developers would be better off if Facebook continued to give 

away its distribution services, but that is true of any product or service – consumers would be 

58.

   
59. In some cases, firms offer free samples as part of a marketing campaign to introduce a 

new product.  Competition is not harmed if the product is successful, and the firm then 
starts charging for the product.  Instead, consumers are better off because of the 
introduction of a new product.   
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better off if the supplier gave it away for nothing.60  But declining to give away a product or 

service for free is not a harm to competition. 

IV. FACEBOOK’S REQUIREMENT THAT DEVELOPERS USE ITS PAYMENT 
PROCESSING FOR IN-APP TRANSACTIONS AND USE TRIALPAY FOR OFFER 
ADS DOES NOT HARM COMPETITION.   

 50. As I have discussed, before the introduction of its July 2011 Policies, game 

developers did not pay Facebook for distribution services.  Facebook’s actions increased the 

prices paid by developers (e.g., from zero to a positive amount for distribution) only for games 

played on Facebook.  As I also have discussed, Facebook’s policies also were designed to 

improve the user experience and thereby make the Facebook Platform more attractive to game 

players and developers.  Absent any concern about the user experience, if Facebook had not 

monetized its investment in the Facebook Platform through its July 2011 Policies, Facebook 

could have, instead, allowed other firms to provide payment-processing and offer-ad services 

and simply charged a fee to developers based on the developers’ revenues from payment 

processing and offer ads that took place on the Facebook Platform.   

 51. For example, as a result of the July 2011 Policies, suppose that a developer that 

had been paying, say, 20 percent for payment-processing and offer-ad services to a third party 

began to pay 30 percent to Facebook and TrialPay.  Assuming that the quality of the user 

experience remains the same, this would be equivalent to the developer paying a third party 20 

percent and paying Facebook a 10 percent charge for Facebook’s distribution services.  

Because Facebook could have achieved the same monetization if it had simply added a fee to 

what third-party developers charged for payment processing or the provision of offer ads, the 

fact that Facebook chose to vertically integrate (or effectively vertical integrate by relying on 

60. In general, all else is not equal – if a firm cannot monetize a product or service it offers, it 
will have less, or no, incentive to continue to provide or make investments in that product 
or service.  Consumers willing to pay for a successful product or service will be worse off if 
that product or service is discontinued because the supplier receives no revenue (or not 
enough revenue) for providing it.   
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partners like TrialPay) rather than rely on adding an additional fee, Facebook can be thought of 

as: (1) adding a fee for its distribution service; and (2) vertically integrating into the provision of 

payment-processing and offer-ad services.   

 52. The first action consists of setting a price for a service Facebook provides.  As I 

have discussed, it is an essential feature of the competitive process that firms be allowed to set 

prices for products or services that they supply, so Facebook’s first action does not harm 

competition.  The second action changes only the identity of the supplier of the service (i.e., 

from Super Rewards and other third-party suppliers of payment-processing and offer-ad 

services to Facebook and TrialPay).  Vertical integration is common in a variety of industries, 

and would be done here only if it increased economic efficiency with a resulting benefit to 

consumers.61  Thus, Facebook’s second action also does not harm competition.  Developers 

are no worse off from Facebook’s decision to vertically integrate than if Facebook had instead 

charged a fee for access to its distribution platform, all else equal. 

53. If another firm could provide payment-processing services more efficiently than 

Facebook, Facebook would have an economic incentive to allow that firm to offer payment-

processing services and simply add a Facebook charge rather than perform the service itself.  

That is, the efficient provision of those services would, all else equal, reduce the final price of 

the product to consumers and so increase the demand for the use of the Facebook Platform.62

54. Suppose that the cost to Facebook of providing payment-processing services to 

a game developer was $9, and Facebook charged $10 for those services (i.e., Facebook’s profit 

was $1).  If other firms would offer the same services at a price of $8, Facebook could increase 

its profits by using those firms (or allowing developers to use those firms) instead of itself to 

provide payment-processing services.  For example, Facebook could charge that firm $1 for the 

61. Vertical integration takes into account the cost of providing a service internally, including 
administrative and monitoring costs. 

62. Any firm, even a monopolist, reduces its price in response to an increase in efficiency 
because it increases its profits by doing so. 
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use of the Facebook Platform, so that that firm could offer the service to game developers for $8 

+ $1 = $9.  All else equal, lower prices for payment-processing services would be expected to 

increase demand from game developers (which would increase Facebook’s profits from 

developing the Facebook Platform above the amount that Facebook would receive if it provided 

the payment-processing services).   

55. Indeed, if Facebook believed that Super Rewards were a more efficient provider 

of payment-processing or offer-ad services than Facebook, it would have an incentive to partner 

with Super Rewards (as it partners with TrialPay on offer ads) and have Super Rewards be the 

chosen provider of those services to game developers.  Facebook’s decision not to partner with 

Super Rewards is economic evidence that Facebook did not regard Super Rewards as a more 

efficient provider of payment-processing services than Facebook, or a more efficient provider of 

offer-ad services than TrialPay.  As I have already discussed, Facebook considered and 

rejected having Super Rewards act as a provider of offer ads, choosing instead to partner with 

TrialPay.  In circumstances in which there are many third-party providers of payment-processing 

and offer-ad services, the vertical integration by Facebook into the provision of those services 

will occur only if it is efficient to do so and should be expected to help, not harm, consumers.   

 56.    Similarly, Apple, Google, and Amazon are examples of vertical integration by 

internet business platforms into payment processing – Apple requires consumers to use Apple 

Pay to purchase apps, Google requires the use of Google Wallet, and Amazon the use of 

Amazon Marketplace.63  Each of these firms could have allowed developers to use third parties 

to provide payment-processing services, or could have partnered with third-party providers – 

including Super Rewards – to be the preferred or exclusive provider of payment-processing 

63. See, for example, Appstore Publisher FAQ, Amazon.com, 
https://developer.amazon.com/appsandservices/support/faq (last visited Nov. 9, 2016) 
(“Amazon pays developers 70% of the marketplace list price for all sales.”). 
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services to developers using their platforms, but none of them did so.64  The use of vertically 

integrated payment-processing services by major gaming platforms is evidence that vertical 

integration is an economically efficient practice for this type of business.65

 57. As I have discussed, by vertically integrating into the provision of payment-

processing services, I understand that Facebook can offer a higher-quality user experience 

(e.g., by offering a more seamless payment experience for consumers through its stored 

credentials).  Such improvements to the user experience can be expected to benefit both game 

players and developers, all else equal.66   

 58. Just as in the case of payment services, there is an incentive for Facebook to 

vertically integrate into offer ads (or vertically integrate through the use of a partner) only if it is 

efficient to do so compared with the alternative of allowing developers to choose their offer-ad 

supplier and then add a Facebook processing fee.  As in the case of payment services, vertical 

integration also should be expected to benefit consumers.67

 59. I understand that Facebook chose TrialPay as one of its initial offer ad partners 

through a competitive bidding process.  

64.  Super Rewards expressed interest in pursuing such arrangements with other platforms, 
including Xbox, Yahoo!, MySpace and Google.  See SR00005970 (seeking partnership 
with Xbox); SR00181741 (seeking partnership with Yahoo!); SR00005908 (seeking 
partnership with MySpace); SR00108325 (seeking partnership with Google). 

65. See Crook Report, ¶ 140 and Appendix 3. 
66. In contrast, third-party providers of such services may have less of an incentive to make a 

platform more attractive to users and developers in general (i.e., such firms may have less 
interest in the desirability of the platform).  See, for example, Michael Arrington, The Evil 
Dial: Scamville Illustrated, Mar. 23, 2010, https://techcrunch.com/2010/03/23/the-evil-dial-
scamville-illustrated/ (Super Rewards had a “dial” that permitted publishers to choose 
between ads that maximized “monetization” over “user experience”).  

67. As I have discussed, given the sensitivity of asking users for personal information, 
Facebook required that offers asking for such information be run through Facebook’s 
select partners.  In contrast, Facebook permitted developers to continue to run offers that 
did not give them knowledge of a customer’s personal information.    
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of whether Facebook has “market power” in such a market, Facebook’s actions are not 

anticompetitive.   

V. DR. FRANKEL’S ANALYSIS CONTAINS NUMEROUS FLAWS AND FAILS TO SHOW 
THAT FACEBOOK’S POLICIES HARMED COMPETITION. 

62. As I have explained, even if Facebook had market power in the provision of 

distribution services to game developers, Facebook’s actions did not harm competition.  

Charging for a product and vertical integration represent conduct that are part of the normal 

competitive process that benefits not harms consumers.  In this section and the next, I address 

Dr. Frankel’s and plaintiff’s claims and explain why they are wrong.  The gist of Dr. Frankel’s 

and plaintiff’s claims is that Facebook began charging for a service that it previously provided to 

game developers for free.  Dr. Frankel and plaintiffs seem to describe Facebook’s actions in a 

more complicated way than I have in order to conclude that they are anticompetitive: (1) Dr. 

Frankel claims that Facebook enacted an “exclusivity” policy and “anti-steering restrictions” that 

harmed competition in a market for “virtual currency services” and also harmed competition in a 

market for the distribution of games over social networks; and (2) plaintiff claims that Facebook 

used a tying strategy to monopolize a market for virtual currency services.  Although my logic of 

the previous section still applies as to why Facebook’s conduct did not harm competition even if 

Facebook has market power in the distribution of games, I respond to Dr. Frankel’s and 

                                                
(...continued) 

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook-Connect (“Facebook Connect is a single 
sign-on application which allows users to interact on other websites through 
their Facebook account.  Launched in December 2008, Facebook Connect works with 
over 15,000 ‘partnered’ sites to make site access easier for its users.  When a user 
chooses to access a third-party website through Facebook Connect, they allow that 
website to retrieve information they have given to Facebook, including their full name, 
pictures, wall posts, friend information, etc.  This not only allows the user to skip the basic 
registration steps required by most websites, but it also allows the website to update the 
user’s Facebook wall and news feed with their activities.  By gaining access to the user’s 
friends list, the website is able to show the user which of their friends have also accessed 
the website through Facebook Connect.”). 
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plaintiff’s claims separately to show that there are additional reasons why their claims of harms 

to competition are incorrect.  In this section of my report, I address Dr. Frankel’s analysis.  In the 

next section of my report, I address plaintiff’s tying claim.   

 63. Dr. Frankel’s major claims are the following: (1) there is “direct evidence” that 

Facebook has “market power” in a market for “social game networks”; (2) there are separate 

markets for social game networks and “virtual currency services” supplied to game developers 

publishing games on the Facebook Platform; (3) Facebook used its market power in social 

game networks to gain market power in virtual currency services; and (4) Facebook adopted 

“anti-steering restrictions” that harmed competition.  As I discuss in this section of my report: 

 Dr. Frankel’s analysis of the “direct evidence” of market power is flawed because he 

ignores that Facebook provides a valuable service to game developers and charging for 

such a service does not harm competition nor necessarily indicate market power; 

 Dr. Frankel’s analyses of relevant markets are flawed; 

 Dr. Frankel’s claim that Facebook’s “exclusivity policy” harmed competition is wrong; and 

 Dr. Frankel’s claim that Facebook’s “anti-steering restrictions” harmed competition is 

wrong.

 A. Dr. Frankel’s Analysis of the “Direct Evidence” of Market Power is Flawed. 

 64. Dr. Frankel claims that “[t]he direct evidence here shows clearly that Facebook 

possessed market power over social game developers – even the largest and most 

sophisticated of developers.”73  According to Dr. Frankel, Facebook had this market power 

because game developers relied on the Facebook Platform to distribute their product at “low 

cost.”  Specifically, Dr. Frankel claims that developers of social games were dependent on 

Facebook for “a substantial fraction of their social game users and revenue, including their 

73. Frankel Report, ¶ 111. 
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dependence on access to Facebook’s social graph for game functionality, distribution, and 

value.”74  Dr. Frankel states that “mass distribution through the [Facebook] social graph – meant 

that developers had a low cost means of promoting and distributing applications widely using 

the viral features of social networks.”75

 65. As I have discussed, prior to the introduction of Facebook’s July 2011 Policies, 

Facebook game developers did not pay for “access to Facebook’s social graph for game 

functionality, distribution, and value.”  Dr. Frankel appears to be taking the position that game 

developers are entitled to access Facebook’s distribution platform without paying for it, and that 

any attempt to charge for such services is a harm to competition.76  But Dr. Frankel ignores that 

Facebook’s July 2011 Policies were designed, in part, to monetize Facebook’s investment in its 

platform – that is, to charge game developers for access to Facebook’s distribution service.77

 66. Dr. Frankel claims that Facebook’s ability to charge game developers a higher 

price for distribution, payment-processing and offer-ad services (i.e., 30 percent) than Super 

Rewards and other firms charged for payment-processing and offer-ad services – but not for  

distribution services – “directly demonstrates Facebook’s market power in social game network 

services.”78  But raising the price of a service (e.g., distribution) from zero to a positive amount is 

74. Id. (emphasis added). 
75. Frankel Report, ¶ 142 (emphasis added). 
76. Dr. Frankel states that “Facebook’s Zuckerberg stated, developers will ‘get to keep all the 

revenue’ generated from these ads, sales, and transactions” (Frankel Report, ¶ 29).  Dr. 
Frankel does not, however, appear to be claiming that Facebook had a contractual 
obligation to provide its platform services for no payment forever so the relevance of the 
quote is unclear.  Moreover, Dr. Frankel ignores the contemporaneous 2007 Developer 
Terms of Services, which explicitly state that Facebook “reserve[d] the right to charge a 
fee for using the Facebook Platform and/or any individual features thereof at any time in 
our sole discretion” and that Facebook could “modify any of the terms and conditions 
contained in this Agreement, at any time and in [its] sole discretion.”  FB_0449962. 

77. Instead, Dr. Frankel claims that charging for distribution services is a “tax” on developers 
using the Facebook Platform.  See Frankel Report, ¶ 56 (“In economic effect, Facebook 
planned to impose a monopoly ‘tax’ on [virtual currency services] provided on the platform 
by forcing all developers to use Facebook Credits for [virtual currency services] and 
charging a high price for those services.”).  By that definition, every price is a “tax”. 

78. Frankel Report, ¶ 121. 
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not “direct” evidence of market power, because the original price in this case (zero) is not 

necessarily a “competitive” price. 79  Furthermore, as I have discussed, it is not appropriate to 

compare the price that Facebook charges developers (i.e., 30 percent) to the price that Super 

Rewards charged developers because Facebook’s price includes access to Facebook’s 

distribution service, and Super Rewards’ price does not.  Dr. Frankel also fails to acknowledge 

the benefits to users from, for example, Facebook’s ability to reduce fraud and customer 

frictions by providing a platform-wide payments system, which in turn helped developers by 

making the Facebook Platform more valuable. 

 67. Because Facebook’s July 2011 Policies only apply to transactions on the 

Facebook Platform, plaintiff’s claims in this case are about the price that Facebook sets for its 

own product.80  Even if the developer of a new product or service has “market power” in the 

technical sense that it charges a price above the “competitive” level, charging for such a product 

does not harm competition because consumers are better off when they have the opportunity to 

pay for a new product or service.81  Indeed, encouraging firms to innovate by allowing them to 

choose the product and prices they offer is a key feature of the competitive process.       

79.  Indeed, other platforms on which games were played – including Apple iOS and Google 
Android – charged 30 percent for payment-processing and distribution services before 
Facebook implemented its July 2011 Policies.  See Crook Report, Appendix 3.  Thus, 
Facebook’s 30 percent revenue share matched the price charged in the industry by similar 
platforms for similar services.  Facebook chose 30 percent in part because this was the 
prevailing rate in the industry for platform services.  See Rose Dep. 221:10-14; Deposition 
of Deborah Liu, September 14, 2016 (“Liu Dep. (Sep. 14)”) 156:16-157:21.

80. Dr. Frankel claims that game developers wanted Facebook to reduce its price for 
payment-processing services from 30 percent (see, for example, Frankel Report, ¶ 79).
Such customer complaints are not relevant to an analysis of competition.  In general, 
customers prefer not to pay for a service (e.g., Facebook’s distribution service) and may 
complain if the price is raised from zero.    

81. Market power is defined as the ability to profitably charge price above the competitive 
level, typically marginal cost.  However, in most industries firms typically have some 
market power and charge a price above marginal cost.   
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B. Dr. Frankel’s Market Definition Analyses are Flawed. 

68. Dr. Frankel defines two markets: (1) a market for “social game networks”; and (2) 

a market for “virtual currency services provided to social game developers on U.S. social game 

networks.”82  Similarly, plaintiff claims that “[t]here are two relevant product markets for [its] 

antitrust claims: (1) the Social-Game Network market; and (2) the Virtual-Currency Services 

market.”83  The two markets defined by Dr. Frankel appear to be equivalent to the “tying” 

(“Facebook’s social-networking website which offers social games to user”) and “tied” (“Virtual-

Currency Services”) markets discussed in plaintiff’s complaint.84  I now show that Dr. Frankel’s 

analyses of both claimed markets are flawed (I discuss plaintiff’s tying claim later in this report).  

However, I stress once again that my prior analysis shows that even if Facebook has market 

power in the market for “social game networks,” Facebook’s July 2011 Policies did not harm 

competition. 

1. Dr. Frankel’s Analysis of the Market for Social Game Networks is Flawed. 

 69. As my prior discussion demonstrates, even if Dr. Frankel’s narrow product 

market definition for social game networks were accepted, Facebook’s challenged policies do 

not harm competition.  In this section, I show that Dr. Frankel’s analysis of the market for social 

game networks is flawed.  In particular, the available evidence shows that his claim that “Mobile 

Platforms Do Not Constrain Facebook from Exercising Market Power and So Are Not in The 

Same Relevant Market”85 is wrong.

 70. Dr. Frankel fails to explain what test he is using to define a relevant market for 

social game networks.  Usually, in order to define a relevant antitrust market one asks what are 

82. See, for example, Frankel Report, ¶ 15. 
83. Complaint, ¶ 15. 
84. Complaint, ¶ 184. 
85. Frankel Report, 72 (heading 3.3.1.7). 
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the constraints on the price of a product.  But here the product is not monetized by a direct 

price, but is instead monetized indirectly by other revenue sources, so it is unclear what logical 

procedure Dr. Frankel has in mind to define the market.86

 71. Roughly, Dr. Frankel seems to be saying that Facebook can charge a high price 

for its payment-processing and offer-ad services unconstrained by what other platforms charge.  

But Dr. Frankel should recognize that Facebook’s pricing actions on its platform are limited by 

competition it faces from other platforms for games.  It is not just a coincidence that Facebook 

charges the exact same 30 percent fee as Apple and Google charge for games played on their 

mobile platforms.87  Therefore, Dr. Frankel defines the market for social game networks (i.e., 

plaintiff’s tying market) too narrowly.  Dr. Frankel provides no basis to limit the market to only a 

single distribution platform, the Facebook Platform.  Because game developers can and do 

distribute their games through platforms in addition to or in lieu of the Facebook Platform, a 

relevant market analysis in which to evaluate Facebook’s July 2011 Policies should consider all 

of the distribution outlets for online games that developers could turn to in response to 

Facebook’s pricing policies.  That market includes at least all free-to-play games on the 

Facebook Platform and on mobile devices.88   

72. Dr. Frankel ignores that Facebook implemented its 30 percent fee after Apple 

and Google had already introduced their 30 percent fee for access to distribution and payment-

processing services.  Indeed, Dr. Frankel notes that “Apple launched its app store in July 2008, 

86. For a detailed discussion of market definition issues in monopolization cases, see Dennis 
W. Carlton, “Market Definition:  Use and Abuse,” Competition Policy International (Spring 
2007).  As that article makes clear, it is the underlying economic effects rather than the 
intricacies of market definition that are relevant to determine whether there is a harm to 
competition.  I discussed those economic consequences earlier in this report and showed 
that Facebook’s 2011 July Policies did not harm competition.

87.   The 30 percent revenue share is not limited to Google and Apple but is the prevailing rate 
for game platforms across the industry.  See Crook Report, Appendix 3.  

88. See Crook Report, ¶¶ 11-16.  
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and Google launched the Android Market in October 2008.”89  Both Apple and Google charged 

30 percent for purchases over their platforms even before Facebook instituted its July 2011 

Policies.  The Apple Store and the Android Market did not originally offer in-app purchases for 

games, but both platforms enabled such sales before the implementation of the Facebook July 

2011 Policies, as Dr. Frankel recognizes.90  Moreover, both offered access to the Facebook 

social graph for games and charged the same 30 percent for payment processing as Facebook 

subsequently charged. 

 73. Dr. Frankel offers no explanation as to why Facebook set the exact same price 

for access to its social graph and associated distribution, payment-processing and offer-ad 

services as Apple and Google, which charged for those services before Facebook did.  But 

Facebook chose 30 percent as a price in large part because Apple and Google each charged 

30 percent for similar services.91

.92

 74. Dr. Frankel claims that the “rapid growth of mobile devices” did not force 

Facebook to reduce its price below 30 percent, and so Apple and Google do not constrain 

Facebook’s price.  But there is no basis in economics to conclude that a firm’s pricing is not 

constrained by its rivals if that firm matches its rivals’ prices.  Furthermore, Dr. Frankel does not 

explain why, if mobile platforms do not constrain Facebook’s pricing, Facebook does not charge 

game developers, for example, 33 percent for distribution and payment processing, as it 

considered doing.     

89. Frankel Report, ¶ 158. 
90. Frankel Report, ¶ 172 (“In app purchases did not begin to take off in a significant way on 

the iOS [i.e., Apple] platform until 2011.  Similarly, Google’s Android platform did not begin 
to offer in app purchases until February 2011”) (footnotes omitted).   

91. See Liu Dep. (Sep. 14) 156:16-157:21; Rose Dep. 221:10-14.   
92.
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 75. The price that Facebook can charge game developers for its distribution, 

payment-processing and offer-ad services is constrained by the ability of a developer to stop 

offering its games through Facebook and instead offer it only through a mobile app.93  This 

pricing constraint indicates that games played on mobile devices are in the relevant economic 

market.

 76. The economic evidence is also consistent with my view that games played on 

mobile devices are in the relevant economic market.  The evidence shows that in-app 

purchases on games played on mobile platforms grew rapidly and soon eclipsed total in-app 

purchases on the Facebook Platform.  

93. Even if a game is offered on a mobile app and not on Facebook, game developers can 
access the Facebook social graph through Facebook Login.  Moreover, a developer could 
also respond to a Facebook price increase by promoting the play of its games on a mobile 
platform or its own website.

94.
  

95.
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developers who accessed the Facebook social graph through Facebook Connect.”97  Thus, 

when a game developer makes an in-app sale to a consumer playing its game on a mobile 

device, the developer pays Apple or Google 30 percent of its in-app proceeds, but Facebook 

receives nothing, even if the consumer made use of Facebook Login.  Despite the “market 

power” that Dr. Frankel claims Facebook has over developers, Facebook does not charge 

anything for developers’ access to the Facebook social graph if a game is played on a mobile 

device.98

 78. Indeed, some games using the free-to-play model are not even available on 

Facebook, or have not enabled Facebook Login, and so Facebook receives no payment for any 

in-game purchases on those games.99

97. Id.
98. Dr. Frankel does not explain why games played on mobile platforms “that are integrated 

with Facebook” are not included in his “social game networks” market. 
99. A popular games on a mobile platform that is not available on Facebook and has not 

enabled Facebook Login is “Pokemon Go” (see Matt Miller, Pokemon GO’s Halloween 
Event Treats Players, Nov. 1, 2016, https://www.appannie.com/insights/top-trending-
apps/pokemon-gos-halloween-event-treats-players/ (Pokemon Go has reached $700 
million in in-app purchases across iOS and Android).  Pokemon Go was released in July 
2016 and so is not included in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 2 

 79. 

Developer Revenue on Facebook andMobile for the Top 20 iOS Games
U.S. Customers, Free To Play, June 2015 May 2016

Developer Revenue

iOS
Rank1

Name Developer Facebook2
Apple
iOS3

Google
Android3

Facebook
Percentage

1 Clash of Clans Supercell $351,545,983 $107,196,375
2 Game of War Fire Age Machine Zone $334,293,184 $88,422,292
3 Candy Crush Saga King $161,762,710 $63,270,256
4 DoubleDown Casino International Game Technology $101,967,659 $23,973,743
5 Candy Crush Soda Saga King $83,981,871 $50,368,294
6 Clash Royale Supercell $79,171,900 $20,132,372
7 Big Fish Casino Big Fish Games $72,274,625 $26,184,579
8 Boom Beach Supercell $65,486,373 $38,965,614
9 Mobile Strike Machine Zone $59,992,039 $29,506,942
10 Madden NFLMobile Electronic Arts $55,217,725 $15,397,200
11 Marvel Contest of Champion Kabam $53,542,689 $37,614,909
12 Slotomania Caesars Entertainment $53,481,520 $38,513,249
13 Hay Day Supercell $35,179,636 $22,552,316
14 Slots House of Fun Caesars Entertainment $29,814,966 $24,391,204
15 Clash of Kings Elex Technology $29,045,572 $51,034,194
16 Heart of Vegas Aristocrat $29,007,539 $15,724,072
17 Cookie Jam SGN $27,954,995 $21,230,598
18 Summoners War GAMEVIL $27,690,225 $38,294,823
19 Farm Heroes Saga King $27,599,233 $25,064,711
20 Gummy Drop! Churchill Downs $27,559,555 $14,049,658

Top 20 $1,706,569,999 $751,887,401

Sources: App Annie; FB Credits and Payments data.
Notes:
1. Restricted to apps that App Annie classifies as Games, not Applications.
2. Facebook developer revenue is calculated as revenue received minus revenue paid.
3. Apps are classified as free to play or pay to play based on their appearance in the daily l ists of top "free" or "paid" downloads per
day and based on reported price. This table restricts to revenues from free to play apps.
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Table 3 

 80. 

Developer Revenue on Facebook andMobile for the Top 20 Android Games
U.S. Customers, Free To Play, June 2015 May 2016

Developer Revenue

iOS
Rank1

Name Developer Facebook2
Apple
iOS3

Google
Android3

Facebook
Percentage

1 Clash of Clans Supercell $351,545,983 $107,196,375
2 Game of War Fire Age Machine Zone $334,293,184 $88,422,292
3 Candy Crush Saga King $161,762,710 $63,270,256
4 Clash of Kings Elex Technology $29,045,572 $51,034,194
5 Candy Crush Soda Saga King $83,981,871 $50,368,294
6 Boom Beach Supercell $65,486,373 $38,965,614
7 Slotomania Caesars Entertainment $53,481,520 $38,513,249
8 Summoners War GAMEVIL $27,690,225 $38,294,823
9 Marvel Contest of Champion Kabam $53,542,689 $37,614,909
10 Mobile Strike Machine Zone $59,992,039 $29,506,942
11 Big Fish Casino Big Fish Games $72,274,625 $26,184,579
12 Farm Heroes Saga King $27,599,233 $25,064,711
13 Slots House of Fun Caesars Entertainment $29,814,966 $24,391,204
14 DoubleDown Casino International Game Technology $101,967,659 $23,973,743
15 Hay Day Supercell $35,179,636 $22,552,316
16 Wizard of Oz Slots Casino Zynga $24,765,093 $21,293,402
17 Cookie Jam SGN $27,954,995 $21,230,598
18 Clash Royale Supercell $79,171,900 $20,132,372
19 Castle Clash IGG $7,867,490 $19,177,044
20 StarWars: Galaxy of Heroes Electronic Arts $20,933,831 $16,318,377

Top 20 $1,648,351,594 $763,505,294

Sources: App Annie; FB Credits and Payments data.
Notes:
1. Restricted to apps that App Annie classifies as Games, not Applications.
2. Facebook developer revenue is calculated as revenue received minus revenue paid.
3. Apps are classified as free to play or pay to play based on their appearance in the daily l ists of top "free" or "paid" downloads per
day and based on reported price. This table restricts to revenues from free to play apps.
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Table 4 

 81. I conclude from my analysis that Dr. Frankel’s market definition of social game 

networks is wrong, and that the market for social game networks includes at least games played 

on mobile devices.  If one uses Facebook’s share of developer revenues from in-app purchases 

on free-to-play games to gauge its market power, those shares for the last several years are too 

low to indicate significant market power.  In any event, as I have already discussed when 

examining the consequences of Facebook’s 2011 July Policies in Section IV, those policies do 

not harm competition even if Facebook were to have market power because a firm that creates 

a desirable product – in this case, access to Facebook’s distribution platform – should be able to 
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set whatever price it chooses.  As I have already explained, that is the essence of our 

competitive process.   

2. Dr. Frankel’s Analysis of the Market for “Virtual Currency Services” is Flawed. 

 a. There is No Basis for a Virtual Currency Services Market that Includes a 
Collection of Disparate Services, Including Payment Processing and Offer 
Ads.

 82. Dr. Frankel defines “virtually currency service” (“VCS”) providers as  

a specialized type of intermediary between social game developers on the one hand, 
and payment processors and advertisers on the other.  They enabled developers to 
optimize their ability to monetize their games through the provision of virtual currency 
(with which their users could obtain virtual goods that they value).  VCS providers 
enabled this by permitting developers easily to insert offer walls into their games that 
provided numerous and increasingly targeted payment and offer ad choices to users.100

Dr. Frankel claims that “there is a relevant market no broader than virtual currency services 

provided to developers on the social game networks in the United States, in which Facebook 

exercised market power by 2010 and continues to exercise market power today.”101  In this 

section of my report, I show that Dr. Frankel’s analysis of the market for VCS is flawed and his 

claim is wrong. 

 83. Dr. Frankel provides no basis for his claim that “Virtual Currency Services” – a 

collection of services provided to developers, including “a means of monetizing their games, and 

other valuable services including customer service, reporting dashboards, and the technology to 

optimize the payment options presented to each player in order to maximize the 

likelihood and value of a transaction“102 – is a relevant market.  Specifically, Dr. Frankel provides 

no basis to aggregate these non-competing services into a single product market.  The different 

100. Frankel Report, ¶ 197. 
101. Frankel Report, ¶ 199. 
102. Frankel Report, ¶ 1. 
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services in Dr. Frankel’s purported market are not demand substitutes, and Dr. Frankel provides 

no analysis of the extent of supply substitutability of the different services.103   

 84. The various services grouped into a “market” by Dr. Frankel are not necessarily 

offered together.  For example, Facebook only offers two of the services in the cluster of Dr. 

Frankel’s VCS services: payment processing and offer ads (e.g., through its partnership with 

TrialPay).  Further, developers on other web sites are free to use either or both services from 

the same supplier – they are not sold in a unified bundle, as Dr. Frankel’s analysis suggests.  In 

general, many companies specialize only in advertising;104 while others focus primarily on 

payment-processing services.105  Similarly, in general, not all developers purchase these 

products together.  Some developers do not use offer ads at all.106  Others provide payment 

processing in-house (where permitted by the platform) and use third parties only for offer ads 

and other forms of advertising.107  On the Apple and Google platforms, VCS suppliers 

necessarily provide only offer-ad services because Apple and Google provide payment-

processing services for games played on their platforms. 

103. In any event, the “market” would have to be broadened to include all the other services to 
other demanders that those supply resources could be used for. 

104. See, for example, TrialPay, https://trialpay.com (last visited Nov. 4, 2016); Tapjoy, 
https://home.tapjoy.com (last visited Nov. 4, 2016). 

105. See, for example, CyberSource, https://www.cybersource.com (last visited Nov. 4, 2016). 
106. See Deposition of Robert Crumpler (“Crumpler Dep.”) 111:7-19 (“So if we’re just going to 

have an advertising product, there's no guarantee that a mobile game developer is going 
to put advertising products in their games.  In fact, a lot of game companies don’t.  
Supercell is a great example.  They are one of the most successful game companies out 
in the market, but all their revenue comes through IAP, in-app purchase, of coins or level-
ups or those kinds of things.  So -- so they have a high degree of leverage because they 
don’t have to adopt our advertising products.  They can go directly and make money 
through other means within their games.”) 

107. See SR00148735 (Zynga and Playdom). 
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 b. Dr. Frankel Incorrectly Excludes from his VCS Market VCS Provided to 

Game Developers Publishing Games on Mobile Platforms and VCS Used in 
Other Environments.

 85. More importantly, Dr. Frankel ignores that virtual currency services are supplied 

to game developers publishing on mobile and other game platforms.  Moreover, virtual currency 

services are used by a variety of firms other than game developers.  In-app advertising (for 

example, watching a video or other advertisement to get free access to online content) is a 

popular means of advertising used by many online applications, such as YouTube.   

86. Even if one limits the market more narrowly to free-to-play games that monetize 

through in-app purchases, there are many developers of free-to-play games that are not 

distributed through the Facebook Platform.  Free-to-play games that are not distributed through 

the Facebook Platform include free-to-play games distributed on mobile platforms; free-to-play 

Massive Multi-Player Online Games (“MMOs”); standalone game websites (like King.com or 

Zynga.com); games on aggregated games websites (like Kongregate and Steam); as well as 

free-to-play games offered on video consoles.108  Because Facebook’s July 2011 Policies apply 

only to purchases made in games on Facebook.com, those polices do not prevent Super 

Rewards from selling its services to the developers on other platforms.  Indeed, although it was 

less successful than its competitors, Super Rewards could have and did offer its virtual currency 

services to game developers on other game platforms, including MMOs, standalone and 

aggregator gaming websites, and video consoles.  Regardless of whether one views MMO 

games, video console games, and games on Steam and Kongregate as reasonable (demand) 

substitutes from a game players’ perspective, game developers on those platforms have the 

same need for the same payment-processing and offer-ad services as games on Facebook and 

mobile platforms.109  Furthermore, a number of Super Rewards’ competitors in payment 

108. See Crook Report, Section VIII. 
109. See, for example, SR00211857 (Super Rewards’ brochure for MMO games); SR00211856 
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processing or offer ads have been successful selling products to application or game 

developers on other platforms.110

 87. Thus, assuming that a market for virtual currency services exists, Dr. Frankel’s 

definition of that market is too narrow.  Indeed, as Table 1 indicates, in a more appropriate 

broader market including at least virtual currency services for games played on mobile 

platforms, Facebook has no market power, so claims that Facebook’s July 2011 Policies 

harmed competition in a market for virtual currency services make no sense.111

 C. Dr. Frankel’s Claim that Facebook’s “Exclusivity Policy” Harmed 
Competition is Wrong.

 88. As I have discussed, Facebook vertically integrated into the provision of payment 

processing services, and effectively vertically integrated into the provision of offer ads by 

partnering with TrialPay and others, to improve the user experience and to better monetize the 

distribution services provided by the Facebook Platform.  If Super Rewards had been a more 

efficient provider of payment-processing services than Facebook, Facebook would have had an 

incentive to contract with Super Rewards to provide those services to game developers.  

Indeed, Facebook used that approach with offer ads by partnering with TrialPay and others.   

TrialPay continues to provide offer-ad services because Facebook determined that TrialPay 

                                                
(...continued) 

(Super Rewards’ brochure for developers on mobile platforms); SR00211861 (Super 
Rewards’ brochure for standalone websites); Deposition of Adam Caplan Dep. 371:20-
372:6.

110. ; Crumpler Dep. at 70:18-19 
(Tapjoy “took their Web products and moved them to mobile” and did so “quite 
successfully.”); and http://www.mobyaffiliates.com/mobile-advertising-
networks/supersonicads/ (“SupersonicAds is a global ad platform offering monetisation 
and advertising across social entertainment applications on the web and mobile.”). 

111.
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could offer those services more efficiently than Facebook could supply them itself.  Super 

Rewards also could have continued providing offer ad services if Facebook had determined that 

it was a more efficient provider than Facebook.  

112

89. Super Rewards could have offered to provide payment-processing services to 

game developers providing their games on mobile platforms by partnering with Apple or Google.

The decisions of Apple and Google to vertically integrate into the provision of payment-

processing services to game developers providing freemium games on mobile platforms 

indicates that Super Rewards would not be an efficient supplier of such services to those game 

developers.  Facebook’s challenged policies have nothing to do with the decisions of Apple and 

Google to vertically integrate and therefore not contract with Super Rewards.   

 90. I conclude that Facebook does not, and did not attempt to, monopolize the 

provision of payment-processing services and offer ads.113  Facebook offers those services (by 

itself or through TrialPay or other partners) only to its own customers on the Facebook Platform, 

but does not offer those services to customers of other firms, such as Apple and Google (who 

instead chose to vertically integrate into the provision of payment-processing services) when 

those customers use a mobile platform.  Super Rewards had the ability to sell services to Apple, 

Google or other game platforms, which account for a large majority of the distribution of online 

112. Liu Dep. (Sep. 14) 199: 6-23.  
113.  Although plaintiff claims that Facebook’s challenged conduct “essentially destroyed” all 

other virtual-currency providers in the relevant market (Complaint, ¶ 119), there are a 
number of competitors to Super Rewards that have been successful in providing such 
services after Facebook’s July 2011 policies.  See, for example, Crumpler Dep. 70:18-22 
(Tapjoy “took their Web products and moved them to mobile” and did so “quite 
successfully.”).  See id. 204:14-206:6 (testifying that other companies were successful in 
continuing to provide monetization services to game developers after Facebook’s July 
2011 Payments Policy “because they moved into mobile quickly”).  See also Jamie Giggs, 
A List of Incentivized Mobile Ad Networks, Dec. 3, 2014,  
http://www.mobyaffiliates.com/blog/a-list-of-incentivised-mobile-ad-networks/ (listing a 
number of providers of incentivized advertising (including offer walls)). 
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games today.  To the extent that Super Rewards did not do so, such a failure is attributable to 

Super Rewards or the other platforms, not to Facebook.114

 D. Facebook’s “Anti-Steering Restrictions” Do Not Harm Competition 

 91. Dr. Frankel claims that what he characterizes as Facebook’s “anti-steering 

restrictions” harm competition.  However, the policy that Dr. Frankel complains about applies 

only to games on a non-Facebook platform when a user has chosen to use the Facebook Login 

and the same game is offered on the Facebook Platform.  Therefore, the policy does not apply 

in situations in which: (1) a user plays a game on a non-Facebook platform and the user does 

not sign in to the game using Facebook Login even when the same game is available on the  

Facebook Platform; or (2) a user plays a game on a non-Facebook platform and the game is not 

available on the Facebook Platform, even if the user signs in using Facebook Login.   

 92. Dr. Frankel claims that developers  

were prohibited from incentivizing users to play games or obtain virtual currency on any 
alternative social game platform (the ‘anti steering’ policies).  Among the anti steering 
policies was a requirement that developers could not offer lower prices for virtual 
currency or otherwise favor users who accessed the game from a platform other than 
the Facebook Platform.115

Dr. Frankel appears to be claiming that if Facebook chooses to monetize its social graph and 

distribution services by charging a developer for payment-processing and offer-ad services, the 

developer should be allowed to avoid those charges by creating incentives for game users to 

play on the developer’s own web site and still access the Facebook social graph by using the 

Facebook Login feature with no charge to the developer.   

114. For the purpose of this report, I adopt but do not necessarily endorse Dr. Frankel’s 
geographic market definition (i.e., the United States).  I note that Dr. Frankel has not 
explored the ability of firms that provide virtual currency services to provide those services 
outside of the United States even though Super Rewards has done so.  SR00006219 
(Super Rewards’ presentation about its international offer wall capabilities).

115. Frankel Report, ¶ 4.   
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93. Of course, Facebook could respond by charging a fee for the use of Facebook 

Login for developer web sites and accomplish exactly the same pricing as it does now.  Yet the 

latter strategy would have no “anti-steering provisions.”  Thus, the fallacy in Dr. Frankel’s 

reasoning is the same as the one I discussed earlier – to the extent that Facebook has a 

valuable product (e.g., access to its social graph), it can set the price for its use, and for the 

reasons I have discussed, that is not a harm to competition.   

 94. Dr. Frankel also ignores a second basic economic point.  A policy that restricts 

what users and developers can do when they are accessing the Facebook social graph is not 

unusual in a distribution business.  Consider, for example, a “bricks-and-mortar” retailer that 

makes substantial investments (e.g., stores, warehouses, logistics systems, inventory, sales 

help) that allow manufacturers to distribute and promote their products.  A manufacturer that 

distributes its products through that retailer’s distribution network may also sell its product 

through another, “no-frills” retailer at a lower price.  A full-service retailer that stocks the 

manufacturer’s products would not be expected to allow the manufacturer to advertise in its 

store that customers could purchase the same product at a lower price by going to the rival no-

frills retail store.  The economic procompetitive justifications for such restrictions are well 

understood.116

 95. To be clear, Facebook’s policy does not restrict any developer from pricing virtual 

currency or goods however it chooses in any game as long as the game is played on a non-

Facebook platform and the game player does not sign in to the game using Facebook Login.  

For example, if a user played a game on the Google+ site, or a developer’s site, and did not 

sign in to the game using Facebook Login, Facebook’s “anti-steering restrictions” do not 

116. See Dennis W. Carlton and Jeffrey M. Perloff, Modern Industrial Organization, 4th ed., 
2005, Chapter 12. 
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apply.117  As Tables 2 and 3 indicate, a large fraction of developers’ revenues come from games 

not affected by what Dr. Frankel calls Facebook’s anti-steering policy.   

 96. Finally, Dr. Frankel is wrong to claim that this policy enabled Facebook to gain 

market power in a market for virtual currency services.  As I have discussed, Dr. Frankel’s 

market definition for such services is too narrow and leads to erroneous conclusions.118

VI. PLAINTIFF’S TYING CLAIM IS FLAWED. 

 97. Although Dr. Frankel does not substantially analyze plaintiff’s claim that 

Facebook “engaged in illegal tying,”119 the two markets he defines appear to be equivalent to 

the “tying” and “tied” markets in plaintiff’s complaint.  Because Dr. Frankel has defined each 

market incorrectly, plaintiff cannot rely on his market definitions in support of its tying claim.  In 

any event, the circumstances under which tying can be a successful strategy to monopolize a 

second market – in this case, a claimed market for virtual currency services – do not apply in 

this industry.  That is, plaintiff fails to establish the economic requirements for a tying strategy to 

harm competition. 

 98. A tying claim requires two markets – the tying market and the tied market.  The 

tying market in plaintiff’s complaint excludes games played on mobile and other platforms and 

thus is too narrow.  The tied market in plaintiff’s complaint excludes payment-processing and 

offer-ad services provided on mobile and other platforms for games and thus also is too narrow.  

As I have discussed, Super Rewards could have offered to sell such services to Apple, Google 

and other game developers and game platforms.  Facebook could not prevent Super Rewards 

117. I disagree with Dr. Frankel’s suggestion that the Facebook “anti-steering restrictions” 
caused the failure of Google+ (see, for example, Frankel Report, ¶ 99).  See Crook 
Report, ¶ 167, for a discussion of reasons for the demise of Google+ as a games platform. 

118. Dr. Frankel also is wrong because Facebook was not able to “monopolize” the market for 
“social game networks.”  

119. Complaint, ¶ 8. 
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from doing so, so Facebook has no ability to monopolize the provision of what plaintiff and Dr. 

Frankel call a market for virtual currency services.   

 99. Under certain circumstances (that do not apply here), tie-in sales can be used to 

harm competition.  Suppose that a firm is a monopolist in product A (the “tying product”), but 

competes with other suppliers for the sale of product B (the “tied product”).  Importantly in this 

illustration, some of the consumers of product B purchase the product from suppliers other than 

the monopolist without also purchasing product A.  By tying the sale of product B to product A, 

the monopoly producer of product A can reduce the size of the market available to producers of 

product B, and as a result all producers of B vanish.  For example, if product B is not produced 

in a constant-returns environment (the marginal cost of production is constant and there are no 

fixed costs), the tie may so shrink the market for B that all producers of B may be forced to 

leave the market.  Then, the monopolist could serve the former customers of those firms and 

could gain as long as some of those customers are new customers for the monopolist, i.e., they 

were not already using the monopolized product.120

 100. To illustrate, suppose that there is one hotel on an island, and that the owner of 

the hotel has market power in the provision of hotel services.  Now suppose that the hotel builds 

a health club with tennis courts, and “ties” the health club to the hotel by giving guests free use 

of the club’s facilities.  The rival health clubs could lose all or most of their business from the 

hotel’s customers, and may no longer have enough business from residents of the island to be 

viable.  If the rival health clubs close, the hotel becomes a monopolist of tennis club services, 

and may be able to charge island residents a monopoly price for those services.  Thus, in these 

120. See Dennis W. Carlton and Jeffrey M. Perloff, Modern Industrial Organization, 4th ed., at 
389 – 90.  Under other circumstances also not applicable here, a tie can be used to 
maintain or extend a monopoly producer’s market power in the tying good.  See “The 
Strategic Use of Tying to Preserve and Create Market Power in Evolving Industries,” (with 
M. Waldman), The Rand Journal, Vol. 33, No. 2, Summer 2002.  (Reprinted in B. Klein 
and A. Lerner, eds., Economics of Antitrust Law, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2008, and 
Recent Developments in Monopoly and Competition Policy, The International Library of 
Critical Writings in Economics, George Norman, ed., Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2008.) 
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circumstances, the “tie” allows a monopolist (the hotel) of a “tying” product (hotel services) to 

gain market power in a previously competitive “tied” product (tennis clubs) and raise the price of 

the tied product to a set of consumers that previously did not purchase anything from the 

monopolist (i.e., island residents; the hotel already had market power over its guests).   

 101. This result depends on the presence of substantial “scale effects” in tennis clubs 

(i.e., the average costs of providing tennis club services depends on the number of customers 

served).  If tennis club services are provided at “constant returns to scale” so that they can 

survive at a small scale, or alternatively if there is substantial demand for health club services 

from non-hotel guests, the tie will not force the health clubs to exit and tying will not allow the 

monopolist to gain market power in the tied market.   

 102. Plaintiff’s tying claim fails for at least two reasons.  First, a successful tying claim 

requires that a firm have substantial market power in a tying market (e.g., the hotel in my 

example).  But as I have shown, Dr. Frankel’s analysis of the tying market is too narrow and 

fails to include, for example, games played on mobile devices.  But even if Dr. Frankel’s 

definition of the tying market were correct (which it is not), he would still need to show that 

Facebook’s July 2011 Policies harmed competition in the tied market.   

 103. Second, a successful tying claim requires that a firm with market power in a tying 

market uses that market power to gain market power in a tied market (e.g., tennis clubs in my 

example).  But as I have discussed, Dr. Frankel’s definition of the tied market ignores that virtual 

currency services can be, and are, sold to a variety of firms that offer, for example, free-to-play 

games on other platforms.  Facebook has not gained market power in the sale of payment-

processing and offer-ad services on games played on other platforms.  Indeed, Facebook does 

not even offer payment-processing and offer-ad services for games not played on the Facebook 

Platform.  Super Rewards could have offered to provide payment-processing or offer-ad 

services to game developers on the Apple iOS platform, Google’s Android platform, MMOs and 

standalone gaming websites, and numerous other distribution platforms for free-to-play games.  
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Facebook’s July 2011 Policies did not prevent them from doing so.  The fact that Super 

Rewards failed to succeed reflects Super Reward’s inadequacies as an efficient supplier, not 

Facebook’s policies. 

VI. CONCLUSION. 

104. Plaintiff and Dr. Frankel claim that developers were harmed by Facebook’s 

policies.  Although developers would be better off if they had continued to receive the benefit of 

distributing their games through the Facebook Platform without having to pay for it, charging 

customers for a valuable service does not harm competition.  Indeed, encouraging firms to 

create new products and services by allowing them to set a price for those products and 

services is a key feature of the competitive process.  Thus, even if, as plaintiff and Dr. Frankel 

claim, Facebook had market power in a market for “social game networks,” Facebook’s 

challenged conduct did not harm competition. 

105. In addition to the fundamental error that plaintiff and Dr. Frankel make by failing 

to recognize that charging for a product does not harm competition, their analyses of 

Facebook’s policies contain numerous errors, including: 

 Dr. Frankel’s analysis of the “direct evidence” of market power is flawed;  

 Dr. Frankel’s analyses of relevant markets are flawed; 

 Dr. Frankel’s claim that what he calls Facebook’s “exclusivity policy” harmed competition 

is wrong;

 Dr. Frankel’s claim that what he calls Facebook’s “anti-steering restrictions” harmed 

competition is wrong; and 

 Plaintiff’s analysis of “tying” is flawed because it relies on the same flawed market 

definitions as Dr. Frankel and fails to establish the economic requirements for a tying 

strategy to harm competition. 
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DENNIS WILLIAM CARLTON November 2016 
Senior Managing Director 

Business Address: Compass Lexecon (202) 589-3461 
 1101 K Street NW, 8th Floor 
 Washington, DC 20005 

 332 South Michigan Avenue (312) 322-0215 
 Chicago, Illinois  60604 
    
Email Address: dcarlton@compasslexecon.com 

EDUCATION

Ph.D., MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Economics, 
1975.

M.S., MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Operations 
Research, 1974. 

A.B., HARVARD UNIVERSITY (Summa cum laude): Applied Math and Economics, 1972. 

EMPLOYMENT 

COMPASS LEXECON (formerly Lexecon), (2008 – present) Senior Managing Director; LEXECON 
INC., (1977 – 2006), President 1997 – 2001, Senior Managing Director 2003 - 2006 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, Booth School of Business, David McDaniel Keller Professor of 
Economics (2011 – present); Katherine Dusak Miller Professor of Economics (2008 – 2011); 
Professor of Economics (1984 – 2008); Law School, Professor of Economics (1980 – 1984); 
Department of Economics, Assistant Professor (1976 – 1979); Associate Professor (1979). 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, Washington, District of Columbia (2006 – 2008) Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General for Economic Analysis, Antitrust Division 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Department of 
Economics (1975 – 1976) Instructor in Economics 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Public Policy Summer Course in Economics (1977), Professor 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES (Summers 1976, 1977) 

JOINT CENTER FOR URBAN STUDIES OF M.I.T. AND HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts (1974 - 1975) 

CHARLES RIVER ASSOCIATES, Cambridge, Massachusetts (Summers 1971, 1972) Research 
Assistant 
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FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION 

Theoretical and Applied Microeconomics 
Industrial Organization 

ACADEMIC HONORS AND FELLOWSHIPS 

Best Academic Economics Article in Antitrust - 2016 Antitrust Writing Awards, given by Concurrences 
and George Washington University Law School for the  article “Rethinking Antitrust in the 
Presence of Transaction Costs: Coasian Implications” (with B. Keating) in Review of Industrial 
Organization.

Keynote Address, Federal Trade Commission, Auto Distribution: Current Issues and Future Trends, 
January 19, 2016 

Award for Antitrust Litigation Consultants of the Year 2015, awarded by Corporate Vision 
Keynote Address, International Industrial Organization Conference, 2014 
The 2014 Distinguished Fellow, Industrial Organization Society 
Award for Best Antitrust Economist, Global Competition Review, 2014 
Keynote Address, Sixth Annual Federal Trade Commission Microeconomics Conference, 2013 
Heath Memorial Lecture, University of Florida, 2013 
Award (w. Mark Israel) for Best Antitrust Analysis in Litigated Cases, Global Competition Review, 

2013
Keynote Address, 21st Annual Workshop of the Competition Law & Policy Institute of New Zealand, 

2010
Keynote Address, Japanese Symposium on Competition, sponsored by Japan Fair Trade 

Commission, 2009 
Recipient of Inaugural Robert F. Lanzilotti Prize, awarded by the Industrial Organization Society for 

Best Paper in Antitrust Economics, 2008 
Keynote Address to Israel Antitrust Conference, 2008 
Lewis Bernstein Memorial Antitrust Lecture, Washington, D.C., 2006 
Distinguished Visitor, University of Melbourne, April 2005 
Milton Handler Lecture, New York, 2004 
Keynote Address to the International Competition Network, Mexico, 2004 
Alexander Brody Distinguished Lecture, Yeshiva University, 2000 
Ph.D. Thesis chosen to appear in the Garland Series of Outstanding Dissertations in Economics 
Recipient of the 1977 P.W.S. Andrews Memorial Prize Essay, best essay in the field of Industrial 

Organization by a scholar under the age of thirty 
National Science Foundation Grant, 1977 - 1985 
Recipient of Post-doctoral Grant from the Lincoln Foundation, 1975 
National Science Foundation Fellowship, 1972 - 1975 
Phi Beta Kappa, 1971 
John Harvard Award, 1970 
Detur Book Prize, 1969 
Edwards Whitacker Award, 1969 
M.I.T., National Scholar Award, 1968 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

Appointed Member of the ABA Presidential Transition Task Force, Antitrust Law, 2016 
Appointed Member of the ABA Presidential Transition Task Force, Antitrust Law, 2012 
Advisory panel to the Department of Justice and the FTC on the merger guidelines, 2010 
Co-editor, Journal of Law and Economics, 1980 - present 
Visiting Committee, MIT, Department of Economics, 1995 - 2011 
Member, Advisory Board, Economics Research Network, 1996 - present 
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Member, Advisory Board of Antitrust and Regulation Abstracts, Social Science Research Network, 
1998 - present 

Advisory Board, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Economics, 1999 - present 
Editorial Board, Competition Policy International (CPI), 2010 – present, Co-Editor, Competition Policy 

International (CPI), 2004 – 2009 
Member, Economic Task Force – Antitrust Division, American Bar Association, 2010 – present 
Advisory Board, Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 2004- present 
Adjunct Scholar, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 2007 – present 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economic Analysis, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of 

Justice, 2006 – 2008 
Presidential Appointment to the Antitrust Modernization Commission, 2004 – 2007 
Invited Panelist at Public Hearing on the Retail Banking Sector Inquiry: Payment Cards, before the 

European Commission in Brussels, Belgium, July 17, 2006.  
Consultant on Merger Guidelines to the FTC, 2003 
Professor, George Mason Institute for Judges, October 2001 
Chairman, FTC Round Table on Empirical Industrial Organization (September 11, 2001) 
Participant in the Round Table on the Economics of Mergers Between Large ILECS before the 

Federal Communications Commission, February 5, 1999 
Member, Steering Committee, Social Science Research Council, Program in Applied Economics, 

1997 - 1999 
Participant in roundtable discussions on "The Role of Classical Market Power in Joint Venture 

Analysis," before the Federal Trade Commission, November 19, 1997 and March 17, 1998. 
Participant in meetings with Committee of the Federal Reserve on Payment Systems, June 5, 1997 
Associate Editor, Regional Science and Urban Economics, 1987 - 1997 
Resident Scholar, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Summer, 1995 
Accreditation Committee, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, 1995 
Associate Editor, The International Journal of Industrial Organization, 1991 - 1995 
Editorial Board, Intellectual Property Fraud Reporter, 1990 - 1995 
Consultant on Merger Guidelines to the U.S. Department of Justice, 1991 - 1992 
Member, Advisory Committee to the Bureau of the Census, 1987 - 1990 
National Bureau of Economic Research, Research Associate 
Member, American Economics Association, Econometrics Society 

 BOOKS 

Market Behavior Under Uncertainty, Ph.D. Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (September 
1975); Garland Publishing (1984). 

Modern Industrial Organization, Scott, Foresman & Co., co-authored with Jeffrey Perloff, first edition 
(1990), (Chapter 17 of first edition reprinted as “The Economics of Information” for the University 
of Connecticut, Food Marketing Policy Center (1989)), second edition (1994), translated into 
Chinese, French, Hungarian and Italian; Addison Wesley Longman, third edition (2000), fourth 
edition (2005), translated into Chinese (2009). 

 RESEARCH PAPERS 

"The Equilibrium Analysis of Alternative Housing Allowance Payments," (with Joseph Ferreira) 
Chapter 6 of Analysis of a Direct Housing Allowance Program, The Joint Center for Urban 
Studies of M.I.T. and Harvard University, (July 1975). 

"Theories of Vertical Integration," presented at Fourth Annual Telecommunications Conference.  
Appears in a volume of Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Telecommunications Conference, 
Office of Telecommunications Policy, (April 1976). 
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"Uncertainty, Production Lags, and Pricing," American Economic Review, (February 1977). 

"Selecting Subsidy Strategies for Housing Allowance Programs," (with Joseph Ferreira) Journal of 
Urban Economics, (July 1977). 

"Peak Load Pricing With Stochastic Demand," American Economic Review, (December 1977). 
(Reprinted in Economic Regulation edited by P.L. Joskow, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 
1998 and Reprinted in The Economics of Public Utilities edited by Ray Rees, Professor of 
Economics at the University of Munich, Germany, 2005.) 

"The Distribution of Permanent Income," Income Distribution and Economic Inequality, edited by Zvi 
Griliches, et al.  (Halsted Press, 1978). 

"Vertical Integration--An Overview," in Congressional Record Hearings on the Communications Act of 
1978.  Bill H.R. 13105, (August 3, 1978). 

"Market Behavior with Demand Uncertainty and Price Inflexibility," American Economic Review, 
(September 1978). 

"Vertical Integration in Competitive Markets Under Uncertainty," Journal of Industrial Economics, 
(March 1979).  Awarded the P.W.S. Memorial Prize for the best essay in the field of Industrial 
Organization by a scholar under the age of thirty. 

"Valuing Market Benefits and Costs in Related Output and Input Markets," American Economic 
Review, (September 1979). 

"Contracts, Price Rigidity and Market Equilibrium," Journal of Political Economy, (October 1979). 

"Why New Firms Locate Where They Do:  An Econometric Model," in Studies in Regional Economics, 
edited by W. Wheaton, (Urban Institute, 1980). 

"Benefits and Costs of Airline Mergers:  A Case Study," (with W. Landes and R. Posner) Bell Journal 
of Economics, (Spring 1980).  (Reprinted in "Air Transport" in Classics In Transport Analysis 
series, edited by Kenneth Button and Peter Nijkamp, 2001.) 

"The Limitations of Pigouvian Taxes as a Long Run Remedy for Externalities," (with G. Loury) 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, (November 1980). 

"The Law and Economics of Rights in Valuable Information:  A Comment," Journal of Legal Studies, 
(December 1980). 

"Price Discrimination:  Vertical Integration and Divestiture in Natural Resources Markets," (with J. 
Perloff) Resources and Energy, (March 1981). 

"The Spatial Effects of a Tax on Housing and Land," Regional Science and Urban Economics, 
(November 1981). 

"Comments on Weicher," Journal of Law and Economics, (December 1981). 

Comment, in Sherwin Rosen ed. Studies in Labor Markets, University of Chicago Press, (1981). 

"Planning and Market Structure," in The Economics of Information and Uncertainty, edited by J.J. 
McCall, University of Chicago Press, (1982). 
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"The Disruptive Effect of Inflation on the Organization of Markets," in Robert Hall, ed. The Economics 
of Inflation, University of Chicago Press, (1982). 

"The Need for Coordination Among Firms With Special Reference to Network Industries," (with J. M. 
Klamer) University of Chicago Law Review, (Spring 1983). 

"A Reexamination of Delivered Pricing," Journal of Law and Economics, (April 1983). 

"Futures Trading, Market Interrelationships, and Industry Structure," American Journal of Agricultural 
Economics, (May 1983).  

"The Regulation of Insider Trading," (with D. Fischel), Stanford Law Review, (May 1983), reprinted in 
J. Macey ed., Classics in Corporate Law and Economics, Edward Elgar Publishing (2008), 
reprinted in part in Roberto Romano, Foundations of Corporate Law, Oxford University Press 
(1993), Foundation Press (2010 forthcoming), and Corporate Law Series – Insider Trading, 
Edward Elgar Publishing (2011 forthcoming). 

"The Location and Employment Choices of New Firms:  An Econometric Model with Discrete and 
Continuous Endogenous Variables," The Review of Economics and Statistics, (August 1983). 

"Economic Goals and Remedies of the AT&T Modified Final Judgment," (with W. Lavey), Georgetown 
Law Review, (August 1983). 

"Equilibrium Fluctuations When Price and Delivery Lags Clear the Market," Bell Journal of Economics, 
(Autumn 1983). 

"Energy and Location," Energy Costs, Urban Development, and Housing, Brookings Institution, 
(1984).

"Futures Markets:  Their Purpose, Their History, Their Growth, Their Successes and Failures," 
Journal of Futures Markets, (September 1984).  (Reprinted in Futures Markets edited by A.G. 
Malliaris and W.F. Mullady, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 1995; and in Classic Futures:  
Lessons from the Past for the Electronics Age, edited by Lester Telser, Risk Books, 2000.) 

“The Economics of Gray-Market Imports,” (with C. DeMuth), written for the Coalition to Preserve the 
Integrity of American Trademarks (COPIAT), (May 1985). 

"The Limitation of Pigouvian Taxes As A Long Run Remedy for Externalities:  Extension of Results," 
(with G. Loury) Quarterly Journal of Economics, (August 1986). 

"The Rigidity of Prices," American Economic Review, (September 1986). 

"The Theory and The Facts of How Markets Clear:  Is Industrial Organization Valuable for 
Understanding Macroeconomics?" in Handbook of Industrial Organization, eds. Schmalensee 
and Willig, (1989). 

"Market Power and Mergers in Durable-Good Industries," (with R. Gertner), Journal of Law and 
Economics, (October 1989). 

“Comments on Vertical Integration and Market Foreclosure,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: 
Microeconomics, (1990). 

Book Review of Tirole's “The Theory of Industrial Organization”, Journal of Political Economy, (June 
1990).
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"The Genesis of Inflation and the Costs of Disinflation:  Comment," Journal of Money, Credit & 
Banking, (August 1991, Part 2). 

"The Theory of Allocation and its Implications for Marketing and Industrial Structure:  Why Rationing is 
Efficient," Journal of Law and Economics, (October 1991). 

"The Economics of Cooperation and Competition in Electronic Services Network Industries," in 
Economics of Electronic Service Networks, Wildman Steven ed., Praeger Press, (1992). 

"Merger Policy and Market Definition Under the EC Merger Regulation," (with W. D. Bishop).  
Conference on Antitrust in a Global Economy, Fordham Corporate Law Institute, (1994). 

"The Antitrust Economics of Credit Card Networks," (with A. Frankel) Antitrust Law Journal, (Winter 
1995).

"Economic Organization and Conflict," Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics, (March 
1995).

"Antitrust and Higher Education:  Was There a Conspiracy to Restrict Financial Aid?"  (with G. 
Bamberger and R. Epstein)  The Rand Journal of Economics, (Vol. 26, No. 1, Spring 1995, pp. 
131-147).

"The Competitive Effects of Line-of-business Restrictions in Telecommunications," (with K. Arrow and 
H. Sider), Managerial and Decision Economics, (Vol. 16, pp. 301-321, 1995).  (Reprinted in 
Deregulating Telecommunications - The Baby Bells Case for Competition, edited by Richard S. 
Higgins and Paul H. Rubin, John Wiley & Sons Ltd., 1995.)  

"The Antitrust Economics of Credit Card Networks:  Reply to Evans and Schmalensee," (with A. 
Frankel), Antitrust Law Journal, (Spring 1995). 

"Antitrust and Payment Technologies," (with A. Frankel), Review, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
(November/December 1995). 

"Antitrust Policy Toward Mergers When Firms Innovate:  Should Antitrust Recognize the Doctrine of 
Innovation Markets?"  Testimony before the Federal Trade Commission Hearings on Global and 
Innovation-based Competition (October, 1995). 

"You Keep on Knocking But You Can't Come In:  Evaluating Restrictions on Access to Input Joint 
Ventures," (with S. Salop), Harvard Journal of Law & Technology, (Volume 9, Summer, 1996).  
(Reprinted in e-Commerce Antitrust & Trade Practices, Practicing Law Institute, 2001.) 

"Comments on Causes and Consequences of Airline Fare Wars," Brookings Papers on Economic 
Activity: Microeconomics, (1996). 

"A Critical Assessment of the Role of Imperfect Competition in Macroeconomics," in Market Behavior 
and Macro Economic Modeling, Brakman, Van Ees, & Kuipers (eds.), MacMillan Press (1997). 

"Price Rigidity," Business Cycles and Depressions, David Glasner ed., Garland Publishing, Inc., 
(1997).

"Communication Among Competitors:  Game Theory and Antitrust," (with R. Gertner and A. 
Rosenfield), George Mason Law Review, (1997).  (Reprinted in e-Commerce Antitrust & Trade 
Practices, Practicing Law Institute, 2001.) 
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"Comments on Born and Viscusi," Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: Microeconomics, (1998). 

"Antitrust and Higher Education:  MIT Financial Aid (1993)," (with G. Bamberger), The Antitrust 
Revolution, in eds. J. Kwoka and L. White, (Oxford University Press, 3rd edition 1999). 

"Market Power and Vertical Restraints in Retailing:  An Analysis of FTC v. Toys 'R' Us," (with H. 
Sider), The Role of the Academic Economist in Litigation Support, edited by Daniel Slottje, North 
Holland, (1999). 

“The Economics of Religion, Jewish Survival and Jewish Attitudes Toward Competition on Torah 
Education,” (with A. Weiss), Journal of Legal Studies, (2001).  (Reprinted in Essential Readings 
on Jewish Identities, Lifestyles and Beliefs, edited by Stanford M. Lyman, Gordian Knot Books, 
2003).

“A General Analysis of Exclusionary Conduct and Refusal to Deal -- Why Aspen and Kodak are 
Misguided,” Antitrust Law Journal, (2001).  (Reprinted in e-Commerce Antitrust & Trade 
Practices, Practicing Law Institute, 2001.) 

“The Lessons from Microsoft,” Business Economics, (January 2001). 

"Lessons from Halacha About Competition and Teaching," (with A. Weiss), Center for Business Ethics 
Social Responsibility, http://besr.org/library/competition.html, (March 2001). 

"The Choice of Organizational Form in Gasoline Retailing and The Costs of Laws Limiting that 
Choice," (with A. Blass), Journal of Law and Economics, (October 2001).  Reprinted in 
Franchise Contracting and Organization, edited by Francine Lafontaine, Elgar Publishing, 
(2005).

"Should The Merger Guidelines Be Scrapped? Introduction to a Debate," in Symposium On The 
Antitrust Analysis Of Mergers: Merger Guidelines vs. Five Forces, 33 U. WEST L.A. L. REV. 
(2001).

"Free Riding and Sales Strategies for the Internet," (with J. Chevalier), The Journal of Industrial 
Economics, (December 2001). 

“The Strategic Use of Tying to Preserve and Create Market Power in Evolving Industries,” (with M. 
Waldman), The Rand Journal (Vol. 33, No. 2, Summer 2002).  (Reprinted in B. Klein and A. 
Lerner eds.   Economics of Antitrust Law, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2008, and Recent 
Developments in Monopoly and Competition Policy, The International Library of Critical Writings 
in Economics, edited by George Norman, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2008.) 

"The Competitive Effects of Fannie Mae," (with D. Gross and R. Stillman) in Housing Matters: Issues 
in American Housing Policy, Fannie Mae (January 2002, reprinted 2004). 

"Intellectual Property, Antitrust and Strategic Behavior," (with R. Gertner), in eds. Adam Jaffee and 
Joshua Lerner, Innovation Policy and the Economy, Volume 3, MIT Press (2003). 

"Airline Networks and Fares," (with G. Bamberger), Handbook of Airline Economics, 2nd ed., Darryl 
Jenkins, ed., McGraw Hill (2003). 

"Contracts that Lessen Competition -- What is Section 27 for, and How Has it Been Used?"  (with 
David Goddard), in Mark N. Berry and Lewis T. Evans eds., Competition Law at the Turn of the 
Century: A New Zealand Perspective, Victoria University Press (2003). 
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Interview, Economists’ Roundtable, Antitrust Magazine, (Spring 2003). 

“The Relevance for Antitrust Policy of Theoretical and Empirical Advances in Industrial Organization,” 
(Fall 2003), George Mason Law Review. 

"The Control of Externalities in Sports Leagues: An Analysis of Restrictions in the National Hockey 
League," (with A. Frankel and E. Landes), Journal of Political Economy, (February 2004), 
reprinted in Recent Developments in the Economics of Sport, edited by W. Andreff 
(forthcoming).

"An Empirical Investigation of the Competitive Effects of Domestic Airline Alliances," (with G. 
Bamberger and L. Neumann), Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. 47, No. 1, (April 2004, pp. 
195-222).

 “Why Barriers to Entry are Barriers to Understanding,” American Economic Review, (May 2004). 

“Using Economics to Improve Antitrust Policy,” Milton Handler Lecture, Columbia Business Law 
Review, (June 2004). 

“The Proper Role for Antitrust in an International Setting,” (Keynote address: Second Annual 
Conference of the International Competition Network (ICN), Merida City, Mexico (June 25, 
2003), appears as Appendix to “Using Economics to Improve Antitrust Policy”, Columbia 
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